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Foreword
In a world of rising energy prices, scarcity of natural resources, rampant 
changes in climate, growing competition from emerging economies, and 
increased consumer concern about the quality of life, health and safety, 
corporate sustainability has become synonymous with corporate survival. 

Sustainability is an issue confronting all businesses today, no matter their size 
or place in the marketplace. Increasingly, businesses are finding that embracing 
sustainable practices leads to better corporate culture, more reliable products 
and greater long-term profitability. A recent article in Fortune magazine titled, 
“Like it or not, sustainability is now the core of your business,” featuring the 
business case for adopting sustainability, demonstrates a seismic shift taking 
place in the private sector mindset. It is unsurprising that businesses are 
increasingly making strategic decisions around the type and extent of their 
corporate sustainability policies. Organisations that have been proactive are 
already reaping significant benefits from their forward-looking practices.

Yet sustainability can have a variety of meanings, depending on the business 
context. In the environmental context, sustainability may mean ensuring 
that natural resources are replaced or conserved for the long term and that 
ecosystems are not harmed. In terms of employment practices, sustainability 
may mean ensuring that employees are fairly paid and provided with sufficient 
benefits to build families and contribute to their communities. In the context of 
business practices, sustainability may simply mean that the overall corporate 
policies are not self-defeating or dangerous to the organisation’s long-term 
well-being and reputation.

This electronic book is a compilation of case studies in corporate sustainability 
and sustainable solutions of our past award winners, and what corporate 
sustainability means to them and their businesses. We believe it will serve as a 
good guide for companies who want to learn and take inspiration from industry 
best practices. These case studies demonstrate how companies, small and 
large, have embraced sustainability and innovative solutions, and differentiated 
themselves from their competitors.

We would like to take the opportunity to congratulate all our 2016 Award 
Winners again, and hope that other businesses can be inspired by their 
practices and policies. We are grateful for their willingness to share their 
experiences with the larger Singapore business community, demonstrating their 
commitment to sustainability as a larger agenda that affects us all.

We would also like to express our sincere gratitude to the Nanyang Business 
School of the Nanyang Technological University, for its continued support for 
this Case Studies Handbook project.

We have no doubt you will enjoy reading these inspiring case studies, and we 
challenge you to take action and push the boundaries of sustainability efforts in 
your company.

Wilson ang
executive Director
Global Compact network Singapore 
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The Nanyang Business School is delighted to partner with the Global Compact 
Network Singapore (GCNS) to jointly publish this e-book featuring case studies 
of business organisations that won the Singapore Apex Corporate Sustainability 
Awards in 2016. 

Sustainable Earth is one of the peaks of excellence and key research areas 
at NTU. Since 2005, NTU has secured grants to the tune of $1.3 billion for 
research related to sustainability. Two of our flagship research centres are 
the Energy Research Institute @ NTU (ERI@N) and the Nanyang Environment 
& Water Research Institute (NEWRI). ERI@N focuses on research related to 
renewable energies and sustainable urban mobility solutions. NEWRI focuses 
on research related to sustainable water technologies both for developed and 
developing countries. NTU organises the Singapore Sustainability Symposium 
annually, which focuses on thought leadership and policies for Sustainable 
Cities. NTU also has many corporate laboratories setup in collaboration with 
global corporations, that focuses on research related to sustainability. For 
example, the corporate lab setup with BMW focuses on e-mobility. 

At the Nanyang Business School, we host the Centre for Business Sustainability. 
This centre is a platform for exchange of interdisciplinary research ideas. 
The Centre hosts interdisciplinary research seminars that focus on business 
sustainability by leading global scholars and academics, as well as industry 
leaders. The centre also initiates interdisciplinary research focused on business 
aspects of sustainability with the Engineering Schools and research centres 
within NTU. The centre also organises and hosts leadership dialogues on issues 
related to corporate responsibility and sustainability. 

We are pleased to see a varied line up of award winners from both Sustainable 
Business and Clean Technology category that include local corporations, SMEs 
and as well as an eco-resort. These organisations displayed great enthusiasm 
throughout the process of award evaluation, selection and case writing, where 
they eagerly shared their sustainability stories with our research team about 
their practices and efforts.

The case studies featured in this e-book look at specific sustainability topics 
that are unique to the company and/or industry. The cases will appeal to a wide 
audience – both sustainability practitioners and academics. Here are some of 
the highlights of the case studies: 

We hope that you will find this Case Study e-book, produced jointly by GCNS 
and Nanyang Business School, with its varied sustainability themes, both 
enlightening as well as inspiring and help start (or further continue) your own 
sustainability journeys.

professor S. Viswanathan
associate Dean (research), Director of Centre for business Sustainability
nanyang business School
nanyang technological university
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Global CompaCt network 
sinGapore

Our Activities & Programmes

Mr Chan Chun Sing, Secretary-General, National Trades Union Congress and Minister, Prime Minister’s Office giving the keynote 
address at GCNS Summit 2017

The Annual GCNS Summit is a platform of advocacy, 
capacity building and networking, enabling businesses 
to gain insights into the latest global corporate 
sustainability trends. Over the years, it has emerged 
as the premier sustainability event in Singapore. 

International speakers and C-suite leaders congress to 
discuss global trends and implications for businesses 
in Singapore. The Summit creates a conducive and 
collaborative environment for businesses in Singapore 
and the region to grow together.

GlObAl COmPACt NetwOrk SiNGAPOre Summit

As the local chapter of the United Nations Global Compact (UNGC), GCNS 
encourages companies to align their operations and strategies with 
UNGC’s 10 universally accepted principles in the areas of human rights, 
labour, environment and anti-corruption.

Through various platforms for multi-stakeholder engagement and 
collective action, GCNS advances the stewardship of sustainable business 
practices, supporting Singapore’s national agenda of becoming a regional 
sustainable business hub.

Since its inception in 2005, GCNS (then the Singapore Compact for 
Corporate Social Responsibility) has raised the level of awareness, and 
adoption, of Corporate Sustainability in businesses through collaboration 
between relevant stakeholders and practitioners in businesses, 
government and civil society. In addition, GCNS nurtures the next 
generation of sustainability business leaders through its youth initiatives. 
GCNS is a GRI Gold Community Member. 

Global Compact Network 
Singapore (GCNS) is the 

national lead agency 
promoting Corporate 

Sustainability, providing a 
one-stop concierge service 

for businesses to begin, 
deepen and broaden their 

sustainability journey.
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Recipients of the Singapore Apex Corporate Sustainability Awards 2016 with 
Minister Masagos Zulkifli and Knowledge Partners, KPMG and Frost & Sullivan

 SiNGAPOre APex COrPOrAte SuStAiNAbility AwArdS
The Singapore Apex Corporate 
Sustainability Awards represents 
the most prestigious form of 
recognition for companies 
in Singapore on Corporate 
Sustainability. The Awards 
recognise organisations which 
have demonstrated excellence 
in sustainability, and highlight 
standards for those aspiring to 
better their sustainability practices. 

CeO rOuNdtAble diAlOGueS

Targeted at the C-suite 
representatives of businesses, 
the Roundtable Dialogues 
focus on solutions to global 
business concerns on corporate 
sustainability, share insights on 
best practices and make sense 
of trends and opportunities in 
corporate sustainability.

C-suites representatives engaged in the GCNS CEO Roundtable held in June 2017

thOuGht leAderShiP PANel

These panel discussions 
inform attendees on specific 
global sustainability trends and 
how they affect businesses 
in Singapore. The event also 
creates opportunities for 
attendees to network with other 
business entities at mid to senior 
management level, which are the 
target audience of such events.

 
Panellists at the June 2017 Thought Leadership Series on The Future of Sustainability 
and Reporting for Corporate Sustainability

mONthly NetwOrkiNG SeSSiONS

These facilitate the sharing of good 
practices; allow knowledge and 
ideas exchange among practitioners 
of Corporate Sustainability. They 
provide our member organisations 
with opportunities to network with 
other businesses entities. The intent 
is for attendees to walk away with 
tangible examples and relationships 
so they can implement simple 
business solutions.

Participants listening attentively at the recent networking session on Effectively 
Engaging your Investors
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diStiNGuiShed diAlOGueS
The distinguished dialogue 
session is to provide members 
with opportunities to interact with 
C-suites business leaders and 
senior public policy officials.

yOuth OutreACh effOrtS

At GCNS we strongly believe 
that a truly sustainable future 
would not be possible without 
the active participation of the 
youth and therefore we run a 
series activities & events that 
are targeted at generating 

Youth participants at the inaugural GCNS Youth Forum 2017

trAiNiNG ANd wOrkShOPS

These are a structured guide for 
companies to grow their Corporate 
Sustainability efforts. The training 
programmes are designed to 
suit the needs of organisations 
at different stages of their 
sustainability practices.

Training Programme on Sustainability Reporting with GRI

Closed door dialogue with Mr Chan Chun Sing, Secretary-General, National Trades 
Union Congress and Minister, Prime Minister’s Office

Corporate Sustainability leadership 
among the youth of Singapore. 
These include an Annual Youth 
Forum, a theme-based youth 
centered forum; the CDL-GCNS 
Young CSR Leaders Award, a 
case competition which promotes 

thought leadership among the 
youth and the Sustainability 
Internship Programme, which 
develops Corporate Sustainability 
capabilities among the youth, while 
also developing the green jobs 
sector.
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sinGtel 
Group

Case study

Written by:

tayef Quader
nanyang business school
nanyang technological university
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Singapore teleCommuniCationS limited, 
more Commonly known aS Singtel iS 

Singapore’S 
firSt and largeSt 
teleCommuniCationS 
ServiCeS provider. 

The Singtel Group is one of the Asia’s leading business entities involved in a portfolio of services which include 
voice and data solutions over fixed, wireless and internet platforms, as well as infocomm technology and pay 
television. A home grown enterprise, Singtel is one of the largest public listed company in the Singapore Exchange 
by market capitalisation. The Group’s business presence extends to over 22 countries across Asia, Australia and 
Africa, and also operates a vast network of offices in Europe and the United States.

The Singtel Group has over 640 million mobile subscribers as of financial year end 2016-2017. It has partial 
ownership of leading mobile network providers of India, Thailand, Indonesia and the Philippines among others, 
while Optus in Australia is Singtel’s wholly owned subsidiary. In terms of local market share, the company has a 
majority 82% of the fixed-line segment, 47% of mobile segment and 43% broadband internet segment respectively. 
As of end 2016, the Group reported total operating revenue close to S$16.9 billion across all its business entities.

sinGtel Group

eArly hiStOry
Singtel’s birth can be traced to as early as 1879 
when a 50-line telephone exchange system was 
set up by the then Eastern Extension Telegraph 
Company. Approximately 100 years later and 
through multiple change of business ownership, the 
Singapore Telephone Board (STB) was established 
in 1955. Subsequently in 1974, STB merged with the 
Telecommunication Authority of Singapore to form a 
new company called Telecoms. 

In 1989, the Singapore government initiated a three-
year corporatisation programme and Telecoms was 
restructured and renamed as Singapore Telecom. 
Singtel was revamped to be more commercially 
focused and customer service oriented, with a number 
of strategic business units set up. The company made 
its entry into the Singapore Exchange in 1993 with an 
initial public offering (IPO) through state investment 
arm Temasek Holdings. 

OverSeAS veNtureS ANd iNveStmeNtS
Having dominated the local market for close to 40 
years, Singtel’s strength and expertise enabled the 
company to venture into overseas markets to diversify 
its portfolio. Strategically, the Group positioned itself 
for overseas investment to sustain long-term growth. 
In the 1980s the Group set up Singapore Telecoms 
International (STI) which provided consultancy and 
operations services to international clients.  

By 2000, Singtel participated in various joint-ventures 
in both Asian and European markets with other 
telecommunication providers and expanded its 
investment to over US$600 million.

Singtel then gradually shifted its focus to emerging 
economies and acquired stakes in several telecom 
operators in Taiwan and India. The Group materialised 
an opportunity to dive into the Australian in 2001 with 
the acquisition of Australia’s Cable & Wireless Optus. 
The deal was worth S$13 million and Singtel was listed 
in the Australian Market Stock Exchange under the 
name of Singtel Optus. These acquisitions propelled 
the company to new heights as they pushed on to 
acquire more stakes in countries such as Indonesia, 
Bangladesh and Pakistan. 

fOCuS ON iNfOCOmm teChNOlOGy
From 2003, Singtel started concentrating solely in its 
core business of telecom and infocomm technology by 
divesting its stakes in Singapore Post and Yellow Pages. 
The company planned to further build its expertise in the 
overall telecom and media ecosystem to differentiate 
itself from competitors. A dedicated Content and 
Media Services business unit was created to look into 
television, advertising, and digital content markets. 
Singtel grew its focus on pay television with exclusive 
rights on sports viewership in 2009. With that, the 
company’s television subscriber base grew three-folds 
from 87,000 to 292,000 in a span of three years.
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Core business
The Group’s primary business areas span across 
the entire landscape of infocommunications, 
telecommunications, multimedia content, and digital 
advertising. Singtel categorises its business functions 
into three infocomm divisions:

GrOuP CONSumer
This segment focuses purely on consumer related 
functions and operations, which include both domestic 
and international markets. It provides a comprehensive 
suite of services covering the mobile, broadband, 
television and fixed-line network services to its 
customers.

GrOuP eNterPriSe
Prioritising the business-to-business customers, this 
particular business division looks into innovative 
and integrated ICT solutions across geographical 
boundaries. The wide-ranging services and solutions 
include workforce mobility, data hosting, cloud 
services, network infrastructure, analytics and cyber-
security capabilities.

GrOuP diGitAl life
This arm is dedicated to drive the Group’s efforts 
to be a leader in the digital industry ecosystem by 
uncovering areas to create more revenue lines such 
as premium video services, digital marketing and 
advanced analytics for customers. The division is also 
responsible for bridging a connection with upcoming 
start-ups which can potentially contribute to the overall 
business of the Group.

COrPOrAte viSiON ANd miSSiON
Singtel aims to be Asia-Pacific’s best communications 
technology company which creates shared value for its 
customers, employees and stakeholders. The business 
works to help people and enterprises stay connected 
despite their locations, and by making communications 
easier, faster and reliable.

strateGiC pillars oF business
Singtel is highly committed towards being a 
responsible corporate citizen by creating sustainable 
value and positive impact for all its stakeholders. 
This goes hand in hand with the company’s long-
term business objective that not only looks at profits, 
but also at making a difference to the people in the 
community in which they operate. As an established 
market leader, Singtel uses the following strategic 
pillars that guide its business decisions to achieve 
sustainable growth. 

sinGtel Group

mArketPlACe ANd CuStOmerS
The company puts equal emphasis on both its 
customers and the marketplace. As Singtel offers 
services to both end-consumers and businesses, 
focusing on delivering unparalleled customer 
experience, achieving highest standards of corporate 
governance, and implementing responsible business 
practices serve as the guiding principles.

Key outcomes: 
•	 Ranked	among	World’s	Most	Ethical	Companies	for	

seventh consecutive year in 2017,
•	 Rated	top	spot	in	Best	Customer	Experience,	Best	

Contact Centre, Best use of CEM Technology at 
Customer Experience Asia Excellence Awards 2016,

•	 All	new	suppliers	in	FY2017	assessed	in	accordance	
with company’s social and environmental criterion 
through sustainability questionnaire.

COmmuNity
Community serves as a key aspect for any business 
after its customers. For companies that work closely 
around and within communities they operate in, the 
inclusion and well-being of people, driving positive 
changes to help disadvantaged communities’ especially 
vulnerable children and youth, and workplace giving 
make it key for Singtel to achieve success in business.

Key outcomes
•	 Investment	of	over	$17	million	in	community	related	

projects in both Singapore and Australia,
•	 ‘Singtel	Touching	Lives	Fund’	and	‘Pathways	to	

Employment’ programme helping vulnerable people 
in various ways,

•	 Supported	18	start-ups	and	NGOs	with	grants	over	
$500k and other forms of benefits.

PeOPle
Singtel always aims to be an employer of choice for 
present and future potential employees wishing to join 
the telecommunications industry. Besides providing 
employment, the company focuses on developing its 
human resource to reach full potential as employee 
efficiency will result in organisational success.

Key outcomes
•	 Training	investment	of	over	$25	million	in	Singapore	

and Australia during FY2017
•	 Launched	Cyber	Security	Associate	and	

Technologists (CSAT) Programme to develop new 
talent pipeline

•	 Continuously	working	with	tertiary	students	with	
disabilities with SG Enable’s RISE Mentoring 
Programme to bring them into employment.
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sinGtel Group

eNvirONmeNt
Today, managing and minimising environmental impact 
is crucial for companies to survive, regardless of their 
size. As such, Singtel has formulated a robust working 
approach which addresses climate change impacts, 
value chain impacts, and engages stakeholders and 
makes products in a responsible fashion.

Key outcomes: 
•	 Adoption	of	science-based	target	programme	to	

achieve carbon emissions reduction,
•	 Attained	an	A-	“Leadership	level”	score	for	its	2017	

climate disclosure with CDP, one of four companies in 
the Hong Kong and Southeast Asia region to do so,

•	 Launched	company’s	first	Green	Mark	Platinum	
certified building in Singapore.

sustainability Framework
The idea of sustainability and its approach at 
Singtel percolates to each and every business unit 
and its functions. The company has established 
the sustainability framework in a way that puts 
accountability in every step of its governance. 
Apart from working committees responsible for 
implementing sustainability initiatives, all employees at 
Singtel have specific ESG factors tied to their overall 
performance scorecards. This includes the board, 
senior management committee members and the chief 
executives of business units who evaluate an overall 
check on progress of such initiatives. Furthermore, as 
seen from Figure 1, Singtel’s sustainability governance 
spreads equally to its four key strategic pillars of 
business discussed above. 

mAteriAlity ANAlySiS ANd review
To embolden the Group’s stakeholder engagement 
process, an annual materiality refresh exercise is 
conducted by the company to re-evaluate key material 
issues that impact the business. The assessment 
is conducted as per established GRI principles and 
involves a holistic viewpoint from internal and external 
stakeholders that truly matter to Singtel’s business. In 
their latest materiality assessment, a total of 16 topics 
have surfaced as material issues to business with anti-
corruption, diversity and waste management emerging 
as new ones. Although the order of importance varies, 
Singtel addresses each topic with equal importance.

Life-cycLe Assessment
The implementation of the LCA further enhances the 
sustainability stance of the company by taking into 
account the direct and indirect impacts of business 
operations. Through this process, the company better 
understands the impacts it has on the whole supply 
chain and where it can work on gaps to improve the 
processes. Singtel has plans to include LCA in key 
areas of business as well as for supplier assessment 
for sector-specific economic, environmental and social 
issues pertaining to the business. 

Figure 1: Singtel’s Sustainability Framework.
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SuStAiNAble develOPmeNt GOAlS
As a company with a global footprint, the Group 
has aligned its strategic business pillars with the 
broader UN’s sustainable development goals. Singtel 
acknowledged that many initiatives were already 
focused towards certain SDG topics, but a formal re-
alignment helped to bring out the Group’s position in 
terms of making a difference to society. The company 
has adopted a total of 11 sustainable development goals 
tied with its four strategic business pillars that will aid its 
objective of creating shared value for its stakeholders.

aChievements
mAkiNG the SmAlleSt fOOtPriNt
Addressing climate change impacts and carbon 
emissions has been Singtel’s absolute priority areas for 
its group environmental strategy. The Group is the first 
company in Asia ex-Japan to have its carbon reduction 
targets approved by the Science Based Targets initiative. 
A collaboration between CDP, World Resources Institute, 
World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) and the United 
Nations Global Compact, the initiative recognises 
organisations aligned with the COP21 Paris Agreement to 
keep the rise in global temperature below 2°C.

The company has also made significant progress in 
reducing emissions from energy performance and 
efficiency. The overhauling and retro-fitting of its chiller 
plants was one key initiative that resulted in energy and 
cost savings. As these cooling systems are the biggest 
consumers of a building’s electricity demand, cyclical 
replacement of aging chillers are critical to reduce 
energy consumption. The air-handling units at exchange 
locations were also improved from Constant air volume 
to Variable air volume, thus reducing oversupply. 

sinGtel Group

Mobile-base	stations	were	made	‘green’,	and	as	of	
FY2017, 98.8% of base stations in Singapore were 
assessed to be energy efficient. Figure 2 displays the 
drop in electricity usage per cell carrier over the last 
four years at Singtel. In addition, the company’s first 
Green Mark Platinum certified building in Singapore 
further aids its achievements in energy efficiency. 
These programmes have resulted in accomplishing 
estimated energy savings of 543 Gigajoules/year, 
which equate to roughly 65 tonnes of CO2 equivalent.

e-wAste mAnAgement
E-waste is a cause for concern for technology-focused 
companies primarily due to the risk it possesses from 
improper disposal. However, companies are also 
embracing remanufacturing techniques and closed-
loop supply chain to make operations resource-lean 
and produce less waste. Singtel took this opportunity 
and partnered with SingPost to launch a joint e-waste 
recycling programme on the backdrop of the World 
Environment	Day	in	June	2017.	Titled	‘ReCYCLE’,	the	
programme encourages customers to dispose their used 
electronic devices either at any Singtel outlet, or through 
any 57 post offices located across the island, or via post 
using any of the 740 post boxes across Singapore.

Singtel has developed an extensive infrastructure to 
practice a robust sustainable supply chain network. In 
FY2017, the Group developed its Sustainable Supply 
Chain Management Programme through which a self-
assessment supplier questionnaire was prepared for 
suppliers. The questionnaire covers key ESG factors 
which help Singtel to evaluate and work with like-
minded organisations going into the future. Figure 3 
highlights the results of the survey, which has been 
highly positive till date. In FY2017, all new suppliers 
were assessed using the questionnaire as part of the 
on-boarding to this new programme. 
 

Figure 2: Electricity use (in kWh) per cell carrier in Singapore. Figure 3: Snapshot of Singtel’s supplier survey results.
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sinGtel Group

eNGAGiNG PeOPle
With about 13,000 employees in Singapore and over 
9,000 employees in Optus, its staff are its greatest assets 
as well as its key stakeholders. The Group puts strong 
emphasis on human capital development through various 
employee training programmes. To further boost training 
outcomes, a Learning Fiesta (first launched in Singapore) 
has now been extended to staff in Australia, China, HK, 
Israel, Malaysia, Philippines and the USA offices.

In FY2017, the Group invested close to S$25 million in 
employee training, compared to S$22.1 million invested 
in FY2016 (see Figure 4). Besides training, Singtel’s 
multiple partnerships with tertiary institutes help the 
company attract young talent. The flagship Singtel 
Cadet and Undergraduate Scholarships (SHINE) offers 
scholarship support for up to 90 students a year. In 
FY2017, 48 students received this scholarship.

Figure 4: Singtel’s investment in employee training and 
employee training hours.

ConClusion
Singtel has engraved its place in society and the business community as a strong and responsible corporate 
citizen. The company’s comprehensive sustainability strategy addresses the impact the business has on a holistic 
level. This helps the Group as a whole to evaluate its position and figure out ways to reduce its impact, while 
at the same time ensure premium quality of products and services. Such accolades and recognition strongly 
acknowledge the company’s commitment, drive and push for ways to achieve sustainable development. As 
a global corporate citizen, Singtel is truly connecting communities, creating a smaller environmental footprint 
and producing the best experience for its customers.

applications has greatly eased consumers, it does 
bring forth its own challenges as well. Singtel’s long 
standing programme in partnership with Kids Helpline 
has achieved much success in this as the programme 
has reached over 9,600 students across 120 schools in 
Australia. In Singapore, the Cyber-wellness toolkit was 
launched in October 2016 as a customised programme 
for special needs children on the importance of 
safe online habits. The Optus Digital Thumbprint 
Programme in Australia has also reached more than 
140,000 high school students since its launch in 2013 
on issues of internet safety and risks.

Singtel launched Singtel and Optus Future Makers, 
the company’s inaugural six-month social innovation 
programme aimed at helping charities, social 
entrepreneurs, and social organisations to address key 
social issues in places where they operate. During the 
year, Singtel has supported 18 start-ups and NGOs with 
financial contributions close to S500K. These include 
workshops, community engagement activities and 
mentoring events to help social innovators develop 
their product to reach full potential. Overall, the Group 
has invested about S$16 million in community projects 
for FY2017.

Future plans
Singtel has set the below targets across its four 
strategic business pillars:
•	 Cut	absolute	Scope	1	and	2	direct	and	indirect	

greenhouse gas emissions across its own 
Singapore and Australian operations by 42% from 
its 2015 base-year by 2030. It will also work with 
suppliers to reduce Scope 3 third-party emissions 
by 30% over the same period

•	 Training	investment	of	S$100	million	from	2016-2020
•	 Zero	fatality	rate	in	workplace	accidents
•	 2%	pipeline	and	intake	for	management	associates	

and cadets
•	 Community	investment	of	S$100	million	from	2016-

2020 to support vulnerable people
•	 Reach	at	least	half	a	million	students,	parents,	

educators through its digital citizenship and outreach
•	 To	become	an	industry	leader	in	Sustainable	Supply	

Chain Management by 2020

CONNeCtiNG COmmuNitieS 
When it comes to youth, digital citizenship and online 
safety are issues which are very relevant and important 
in modern times to raise awareness on cyber related 
issues. Although use of the internet and mobile 
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En-trak 
pte ltd

Case study

Written by:

tayef Quader
nanyang business school
nanyang technological university
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For developed and developing countries alike, managing energy resources has become an integral policy issue for 
governments. Most countries are diversifying their energy mix with clean energy resources so as to reduce their 
overall reliance on conventional fossil fuels.

As more and more economies transition to clean energy, improving energy efficiency brings in the prospect of 
making this transition effective and beneficial to all stakeholders. Overall, in many sectors of the economy, a 
portion of energy is always wasted due to inefficiency and system losses. This highlights the importance of energy 
efficiency systems at a time where global energy sources are becoming scarce yet more costly. 

The global energy sector is the biggest contributor of global CO2 emissions according to the United States 
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA)1. This brings forth significant potential for such energy efficiency systems 
to help organisations alleviate not only emissions reduction, but also reduction in capital and energy costs.

En-trak, a Hong-Kong based energy solutions provider, sought such an opportunity to showcase its innovative line 
of services. En-trak’s focus is to make products (hardware and software) that enable its clients to better address their 
energy needs and resources. With a bigger sustainability goal, the company is on track to change user behaviour 
and enable businesses and building owners to manage their energy costs better.

energy reSourCeS are arguably one 
of the moSt CruCial elementS for 
buSineSSeS in today’S timeS. aS the 

global eConomy and 
population growS, So 
doeS the demand for 
energy for all uSeS. 

En-trak PtE Ltd

Smart Energy Solutions

COmPANy PrOfile
Incorporated in Singapore in 2013, En-trak is a new, 
smart and clean technology firm that specialises 
in designing cloud-based energy and resource 
management software. It also produces control 
systems that enable its users to achieve data-driven 
efficiencies. Leveraging on the technology of real-time 
data integration, En-trak aims to empower its clients to 
have resource monitoring at their fingertips to better 
manage their energy needs.

To date, the company’s energy management systems 
tracks over 100 million kilowatt hours per annum and has 
clients in Singapore, Hong Kong, China and Australia. 
On average, En-trak’s energy management system has 
helped its clients achieve energy savings of about 25%. 
The company’s mission is to create simple and innovative 
products that inspire and empower a sustainable future. 
As knowledge is paramount in today’s times, En-trak aims 
to empower building occupants with the right information 
so everyone can do their part to save energy.
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bACkGrOuNd
Founded by Dr. Vincent Chow, the company’s Chief 
Executive Officer2, En-trak Pte Ltd was started from a 
concept to develop an energy management system for 
schools. The purpose was to help inspire and engage 
students to understand where and how they are 
using electricity in their schools. En-trak continued its 
journey as a solar photo-voltaic (PV) system integrator 
in Hong Kong back in 2011 specialising in designing, 
building and operating solar PV turnkey systems for 
both commercial and residential clients. The company 
actively promotes use of clean and renewable energy, 
and always believes that more can be done to tackle 
the bigger sustainability issue of energy efficiency.

Global demand for clean energy has been on a steady 
rise, backed by the decreasing cost of producing solar 
energy. In recent years due to a growing supply base 
in Asia, the cost of solar power production has dipped 
drastically. To put things into perspective, solar panels in 
1977 would cost US$77 per watt, whereas in present times 
it costs as less as US$0.65 per watt. In over 40 years, the 
price of solar panels has dropped by about 99%3. 

However, efficiency wise it is still a struggle and at 
best solar panels are able to provide a fraction of a 
user’s total energy demand. Return on investment for 
installing a solar plant also involves in excess of 15-20 
years. As such, En-trak decided to delve deeper into 
the energy efficiency and management segments to 
address the sustainability challenge.

In	2013,	the	company	launched	the	‘En-trak	Interactive	
Energy Tracker for Schools’ in Hong Kong. They 
entered the Singapore market in the same year 
and launched version 2 in February 2014. With a 
tremendous speed of growth and an annual turnover 
of S$3.5 million, En-trak launched the same service for 
businesses in both Hong Kong and Singapore in late 
2014. En-trak is now a leading smart energy solutions 
provider with a vision to make energy resources 
sustainable, with over 300 world-class clients in Asia 
and multiple awards for their innovative solutions. 

En-trak PtE Ltd

smart solutions in two produCt streams
the iNteGrAted eNerGy ANd PAPer 
mANAGemeNt SyStem
This is a cloud-based resource management system 
that is designed for any organisation to reduce energy 
and paper costs, while at the same time improving 
productivity through real-time data optimisation. It 
features automatic data consolidation, where En-trak 
is able to collect, centralise and visualise real-time 
energy and paper consumption data. The system is 
compatible for integration with major energy brands 

and is customisable to the level where organisations 
can see usage types per staff for multiple locations on 
a single cloud-based platform.

This management system further allows the end-user 
additional benefits such as: 
•	 Intuitive	data	visualisation
•	 Automated	reports
•	 Live	alerts
•	 Smart	goal	tracking

Figure 1: Visual of En-trak’s 
energy management system.
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SmArt liGhtiNG SOlutiONS
En-trak’s lighting solutions have wireless control 
system which is made up of lighting controllers and 
gateway platforms, and enabled by wireless transfer 
by	ZigBee	Wireless	Connections.	Unlike	the	limited	
coverage of WIFI enabled lighting controls, En-trak 
uses a low-power digital radio wireless local area 
network (WLAN) that covers a much larger area. It 
is cost-effective and simple to install, yet offers a 
comprehensive scope to the end-user as it allows 
multiple functions. The user is able to remotely switch 
on/off, configure settings in groups/layouts, schedule 
operation times and even select only a certain light 
for non-regular times. What’s more, the system is 
compatible with any existing light fixtures, i.e. clients do 
not need additional or an expensive change of lights 

In order to enjoy the flexibility at the touch of a button. 
Any light can be independently controlled, regardless 
of how it is connected to the wall switch- without 
requiring any expensive re-wiring work. This ensures a 
very attractive payback for the clients.

The production process of the smart lighting solutions 
involves three stages:

•	 Stage	1	–	Product	concept	where	a	user	experience	
design is conducted for prototype generation.

•	 Stage	2	–	Product	development	where	testing	
is conducted on user interface design, code 
implementation, user acceptance test and third-
party assurance.

•	 Stage	3	–	Launch	of	the	product,	mass	
manufacturing, updates and improvement.

These two products streams are targeted towards 
three primary target markets: 
•	 En-trak	Energy	for	Business
•	 En-trak	Energy	for	Schools
•	 En-trak	Smart	Lighting

En-trak’s unique selling point is its ability to capture 
and integrate data, and access the data via a cloud-
based platform which allows any end-user to view real-
time consumption of resources from anywhere. It also 
makes the data easy to understand for various needs 
such as for management to decide on next steps for 
reduction of usage of certain facilities. 

Additionally, the company has been able to obtain 
quick success by meeting industry and market 
requirements through the following ways:
•	 User-friendly	technology
•	 Product	platforms	display	accurate	data	(no	

estimation involved)
•	 Products	cover	all	aspects	of	the	data	collection	

parameters (i.e. comprehensiveness)
•	 Data	collected	is	stored	and	used	securely
•	 Hardware	and	software	are	compatible	with	most	

systems available in the market
•	 Technology	is	easily	scalable	(from	small	offices	to	

big industrial spaces)
•	 Technology	is	fire-safe	(no	fire	hazard)
•	 Technology	is	durable	and	requires	low	

maintenance
•	 Technology	always	supports	customer	feedback

Figure 2: En-trak’s smart lighting solution.
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helpinG Clients to reduCe enerGy Costs
In their six years of operation, En-trak has partnered with various clients and installed its energy management 
system. The company’s technology has been able to provide energy savings for its clients in many ways. A brief 
description of key projects with major clients and the energy savings involved are listed below:

En-trak PtE Ltd

NAtiONAl eNvirONmeNt 
AGeNCy, SiNGAPOre 
(neA)
NEA is Singapore’s leading 
government statutory board 
responsible for improving and 
sustaining a clean and green 
environment. NEA, despite 
its efforts to manually collect 
energy data and engage 
staff, faced challenges to 
produce quantifiable results 
which resulted in the inability 
to identify opportunities for 
improvement.

  En-trak 
energy was first deployed at 
NEA’s regional headquarters in 
Attap Valley Road, Singapore. 
Energy sensors and meters 
were installed to monitor energy 
consumption from HVAC, 
lighting and plug loads across 
their offices in real-time. Within 
the very first month, the system 
revealed abnormal HVAC energy 
use caused by faulty components 
and overnight plug loads. By 
acting upon the auto-alerts, 
NEA reduced up to 26% of their 
air-conditioning use and 16% of 
total energy consumption year-
on-year. This was equivalent to a 
monthly reduction of around 1750 
kilowatt hours (KwH).

hONG kONG exChANGeS 
ANd CleAriNG limited 
(HKeX)
HKEX Group is a leading 
operator of exchanges and 
clearing houses based in Hong 
Kong. The Estate and Facility 
Director found that their energy 
reporting was inefficient due 
to the manual data collection 
of multi-sites. While there 
was a Building Management 
System for some sites, system 
restrictions and other issues 
prevented management from 
having a clear overview of their 
energy performance.

  En-trak 
deployed their cloud-based 
energy management system 
which helped to integrate 
and centralise all energy data 
across HKEX Group on a single 
platform in real-time. This 
enabled senior management 
to have a deeper look and get 
a better understanding in their 
energy performance for their 
reporting needs, significantly 
improving transparency and 
productivity.

ShuN hiNG GrOuP
Founded in 1953, Shun Hing 
Group is a Hong Kong based 
multi-business company with 
almost 2000 employees. The 
Group’s business is primarily 
in manufacturing of home 
appliances. Being a multi-
industry business, the group’s 
energy requirements varied 
differently from different 
units. Without clear data 
consolidation, they faced 
challenges in identifying energy 
efficiency opportunities.

  En-trak 
Energy system allowed group 
managers and employees 
to accurately pinpoint HVAC 
energy wastage, which 
alone reduced their energy 
consumption by over 25%. 
The system identified energy 
efficiency opportunities at night 
and was able to reduce night 
energy consumption by 50% 
and day energy consumption 
by 8%. As the group also 
retro-fitted LED installations, it 
enabled them to easily quantify 
energy savings.

internal 
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sustainability praCtiCes  
at En-trak
humAN reSOurCe develOPmeNt
Employees of an organisation play a pivotal role 
towards achieving success. For En-trak, its team of 
engineers have put in their utmost effort in developing 
such state-of-the-art solutions. The company fully 
recognises and respects this and provides individual 
employees with training and skills improvement 
to develop their careers better. This promotes 
employees to deepen their skillsets in their relevant 
fields. Furthermore, with flexible working hours and 
comprehensive medical benefits, employees at En-trak 
display brand loyalty with low turnover rates.

eNerGy SAviNG feAtureS
En-trak understands the significance of practising what 
they preach. As such, all lights used in En-trak premises 
have been changed to LED lights in 2014, resulting 
in a reduction of 10% in total energy use. Enabled by 
real-time alerts and motion sensing capabilities, the 
company has successfully reduced an additional 5% of 
energy use per headcount in 2014 despite doubling of 
workforce. These were done through lunchtime power-
offs and using electric fans instead of air-conditioning.

reduCtiON Of wASte 
All employees at En-trak are encouraged to individually 
engage in reducing wastage at office, be it through 
energy use or paper resources. Each employee’s 
contribution towards a green initiative, i.e. waste 
management is recorded towards a collective effort. 
In 2014, over 400 kilo-grams of plastic bottles, cans 
and paper were recycled. The company believes 
behavioural change is indeed important to have a 
culture of less waste.

GreeN PrOCuremeNt POliCieS
En-trak drafted its green procurement policy and 
implemented in 2014. The policy is targeted towards its 
suppliers in order to further advance sustainability in 
the supply chain. For office printing and supplies, the 
company uses multi-function devices from authorised 
top brands along with paper from certified recycled 
sources. In terms of reaching out to suppliers, En-trak 
has plans to work with suppliers in the future to extend 
such green initiatives to its value chain as well.

ImPact of En-trak’s soLutIons
En-trak also partners with educational institutes that 
serve to fulfil a profound objective. The company’s 
technology helps school administrators with energy 
savings, while it also showcases an educational 
element for the students by actively engaging them. 
As such, En-trak pushes to impart this knowledge of 
technology to the younger generation as it believes 
in the need to engage with the youth apart from 
just doing business with clients. To date, En-trak 
has partnered with two schools where it installed its 
technology, the En-trak energy platform. 

CASe Study 1
Nan Hua High School is an autonomous special 
assistance plan (SAP) school located in the west 
of Singapore. The school intended to show its 
commitment towards sustainability and was seeking 
technologies to optimise energy usage. At the same, 
the school wanted to teach its students the importance 
of energy savings. 

En-trak provided its system for a real-time and interactive 
energy platform that helps the school to effectively 
manage consumption and serve as an education tool for 
the students. The system’s effectiveness and success 
helped Nan Hua High School to win the 2015 Energy 
Efficiency National Partnership Award.

CASe Study 2
The English schools Foundation (ESF) is the largest 
international educational foundation in Asia. They 
run 22 educational institutions in different parts of 
Asia with over 17,000 students spanning 50 different 
nationalities. With such a large setup, ESF was growing 
concerned about ever-increasing electricity annual 
costs. This was not an easy task as collecting energy 
data required manual collection from various locations. 
Furthermore, a lot of data processing and synthesising 
work needed to be done to eliminate difference in tariff 
rates, plans and other issues.

Once En-trak’s energy management system was 
deployed, it enabled ESF to truly utilise the software’s 
capabilities. ESF’s productivity was significantly 
improved and the team was able to effectively manage 
their energy consumption with the help of real-time 
data. The system allowed administrators to see data 
from all sites without any additional work. Moreover, 
as it also served as a tool for student engagement, it 
roped them in on awareness of energy habits for the 
youth, which will have an insightful effect in the future. 
In numbers, after 10 months of the system, ESF saved 
over 600 tonnes of CO2 emissions amounting to about 
HKD 1.1 million in energy cost savings.
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lookinG into the Future
The International Energy Agency (IEA) in a 2016 report predicted that global spending on energy efficiency 
solutions will hit around US$125 billion by 20204. It is this market opportunity that En-trak wants to fully utilise 
through its range of energy and lighting solutions. The company has plans to grow its client base and venture 
into emerging economies such as Malaysia, Vietnam, Thailand, Indonesia and Myanmar. They seek to make 
an active push into the ASEAN market as there is strong demand for energy efficiency technology in growing 
urban areas.

Besides energy and lighting solutions, En-trak also plans to launch similar modules in gas and water meters. This 
will aid manufacturing companies in identifying areas of improvement for their resource consumption which are 
heavily dependent on natural gas and water resources. Coupled with industry specific standards and advanced 
BMIS technologies, En-trak believes that its product will bring benefit to its clients.

ConClusion
The growth potential of the energy efficiency industry, particularly in the Asia-Pac region is indeed huge and 
offers tremendous opportunities for firms like En-trak. Being a relatively young company, En-trak has been able 
to commercialise its innovative solutions with much success. Helping its clients achieve energy transparency 
and savings enabled En-trak to gain recognition from local and international organisations as well. The  
En-trak energy system is recognised by the Hong Kong Awards for Environmental Excellence for its capability 
in solving energy problems. In 2015, the company won the Best Innovative Research and Development Award 
by Singapore Info-Comm Technology Federation (SiTF), and the Singapore Apex Corporate Sustainability 
Awards 2016. In 2017, En-trak Smart Lighting was conferred the Gold Award Winner for Hong Kong Best IoT. 

Going in to the future, En-trak is currently in its second phase of development of smart building IoT solutions. 
The company has plans to add occupancy-based sensing capabilities to its lighting systems, making them more 
effective in energy usage. On the other hand, En-trak is also looking to develop an integrated module combining 
energy, paper, gas and water resources in a consolidated manner for any practical use for end-users, be it for 
commercial or residential clients. From a broader perspective, the company takes it as their responsibility to 
reduce environmental footprint through its lighting solutions and hence safeguarding its technologies.

1Global GHG Data – Environmental Protection Agency USA (2016). Retrieved from https://www.epa.gov/ghgemissions/global-greenhouse-gas-emissions-data#Sector
2Feature on En-trak’s CEO Vincent Chow (2017). Retrieved from http://www.asianentrepreneur.org/vincent-chow-En-trak/
3Cost of solar panels over time (2017). Retrieved from https://understandsolar.com/cost-of-solar/#dropping
4IEA Energy Efficiency Market Report (2016). Retrieved from https://www.iea.org/eemr16/files/medium-term-energy-efficiency-2016_WEB.PDF

En-trak PtE Ltd
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Keppel aims to be a global company at the forefront 
of its chosen industries, shaping the future for the 
benefit of all its stakeholders – Sustaining Growth, 
Empowering Lives and Nurturing Communities. 

The Keppel Group of Companies includes  
Keppel Offshore & Marine (Keppel O&M), Keppel Land, 
Keppel Infrastructure, Keppel Telecommunications & 
Transportation (Keppel T&T) and Keppel Capital,  
among others. 

Keppel O&M is a leader in offshore rig design, 
construction and repair, ship repair and conversion 
and specialised shipbuilding. Its Near Market, Near 
Customer strategy is bolstered by a global network of 
20 yards and offices. 

Keppel Land contributes to changing cityscapes across 
Asia as a choice developer with a sterling portfolio of 
award-winning residential developments, integrated 
townships and investment-grade commercial 
properties. Reputed for its quality and innovation 
hallmark, Keppel Land is committed to develop 
properties that harmonise with the urban and natural 
landscape for desirable live-work-play environments 
with enduring value for the community. 

Keppel Infrastructure drives the Group’s strategy to 
invest in, own and operate competitive energy and 
environmental infrastructure solutions and services. 

keppel Corporation

Keppel T&T is a leading service provider in the Asia-
Pacific and Europe, with businesses in logistics and 
data centres. Its logistics division offers one-stop, 
integrated logistics solutions to help clients manage 
their entire supply chain, while the data centre 
division owns, acquires, develops and manages high-
availability data centre facilities. 

Keppel Capital is the Group’s asset management 
arm. As at December 2016, Keppel Capital has assets 
under management of approximately S$25 billion. It 
has a diversified portfolio that includes real estate, 
infrastructure and data centre assets in key global 
markets.

with a global footprint in more than 20 CountrieS,   
the keppel group iS a multi-buSineSS Company providing

robuSt SolutionS for SuStainable 
urbaniSation. through itS 
key buSineSSeS, keppel aimS 
to meet the growing need for 
energy, infraStruCture, Clean 
environmentS, high quality homeS 
and offiCeS, and ConneCtivity.
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sustainability milestones and aChievements 
Keppel’s commitment to sustainability and its high 
standards in environmental, social and governance 
(ESG) reporting is recognised through its inclusion in 
global sustainability indices. The company has also 
received accolades in sustainability-related awards. 

SuStAiNAbility iNdiCeS
Keppel Corporation was listed on the Dow Jones 
Sustainability Indices (DJSI) Asia Pacific Index for 
the fifth consecutive year in 2017. The index tracks 
the performance of the top 20% of the 600 largest 
Asia-Pacific organisations in the S&P Global Broad 
Market Index for businesses that lead the field in 
sustainability.

Keppel Corporation was listed as a constituent of 
the MSCI Global Sustainability Index for the third 
consecutive year in 2016. The index comprises 
companies with high ESG ratings relative to their 
regional sector peers.

Keppel Corporation was listed as an index component 
of the Euronext Vigeo World 120 Index for the fifth 
consecutive year in 2017. The index is composed of 
120 of the highest-ranking listed companies globally in 
terms of performance in corporate responsibility. 

Keppel Corporation is among the top 10 constituents 

in all four Singapore Exchange (SGX) Sustainability 
Indices – the SGX Sustainability Leaders Index, 
SGX Sustainability Leaders Enhanced Index, SGX 
Sustainability Index and SGX Sustainability Enhanced 
Index. Companies included in this benchmark meet 
minimum sustainability reporting requirements and are 
ranked above the 50th and 25th percentile in their Asia-
Pacific peer group and global peer group respectively. 

rePOrtiNG ANd ASSurANCe
Keppel Corporation began its sustainability reporting 
journey in 2010. The Group has and continues to 
follow the internationally recognised Global Reporting 
Initiative (GRI) reporting guidelines. 

Keppel’s latest report was published in May 2017 and was 
assured by independent assurance provider DNV GL,  
and validated in accordance with the DNV GL 
Verification Protocol for Sustainability Reporting which 
draws on the AA1000 Assurance Standard and the 
International Standard on Assurance Engagements 
3000. The underlying systems and process that 
support the Company’s sustainability framework were 
reviewed in adherence with the AA1000 principles 
of Inclusivity, Materiality, Responsiveness and 
Completeness, as well as the GRI Standards. 

key SuStAiNAbility mileStONeS

2010

2017

2012

2015

2011

2016

2013

2014

Formation of the Group 
Sustainability Steering 
Committee, which is chaired 
by the CEO of Keppel 
Corporation, as well as 
the formation of the Group 
Sustainability Working 
Committee. 

Received the Best Workforce 
Award and attained Special 
Recognition for Strategy and 
Sustainability Management 
at the Sustainable Business 
Awards. 

Sustainability Report brought 
in line with the new SGX 
sustainability reporting 
requirements a year ahead 
of the 2018 deadline. 

Launch of Keppel Care 
Foundation. 

Rolled out online system, 
CR360, to track and analyse 
sustainability performance 
data online.   

Engaged external 
assurance for the Group’s 
sustainability reporting. 

Received the Strategy and 
Sustainability Management 
Award at the Sustainable 
Business Awards.

First included in the Global 
100 Most Sustainable 
Corporations in the World 
2016 rankings by Corporate 
Knights. 

Publication of the company’s 
first Sustainability Report 
in accordance with the 
Global Reporting Initiative 
guidelines.

Received the Singapore 
Apex Corporate 
Sustainability Award 
2016 in the Sustainable 
Business Category for Large 
Organisations.  

Listed among the top 10 
constituents of all four SGX 
Sustainability Indices.  

First included as a 
component of the DJSI Asia 
Pacific Index and the NYSE 
Euronext Vigeo World 120 
Index.   

Awarded President’s Award 
for Philanthropy.

Won the Sustainable 
Business Award (Merit) by 
the Singapore Business 
Federation. 

First included as a 
constituent of the MSCI 
Global Sustainability Index.  
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kEPPEL’s sustaInabILIty ExcELLEncE

keppel Corporation

SuStAiNAbility frAmewOrk
Keppel’s Vision, Mission, Core Values and Operating 
Principles define its purpose, strategy and values 
and how the company measures success. Keppel’s 
Sustainability Framework articulates its commitment 
to deliver value to its stakeholders through Sustaining 
Growth in its businesses, Empowering Lives of people 
and Nurturing Communities wherever the company 
operates. The Framework guides Keppel’s investments 
in host countries and local communities, and is 
underpinned by: 

•	 Policies	and	guidelines	
 including its Employee Code of Conduct, which 

establishes a clear tone at the top with regard to 
employees’ business and ethical conduct, Anti-
Bribery and Corruption Statement, Health, Safety 
and Environment Policy, Corporate Statement on 
Human Rights and Supplier Code of Conduct; 

•	 Management	systems
 including ISO 9001 Quality Management System, 

ISO 14001 Environmental Management System 
and OHSAS 18001 Occupational Health & Safety 
Management System, which help the company to 
align its practices with best-in-class international 
standards; and

•	 Sustainability	performance	targets	
 including Keppel’s target to achieve a 16% 

improvement in carbon emissions from 2020 
business-as-usual levels. 

SuStAiNAbility mANAGemeNt StruCture
Sustainability issues are managed and communicated 
at all levels of the Group. 

The Keppel Corporation Board has oversight over the 
material ESG factors of the Company. 

The Group Sustainability Steering Committee provides 
guidance on strategic and operational issues. The 
committee is chaired by Keppel Corporation’s CEO and 
Executive Director Loh Chin Hua and comprises senior 
management from across the Group. 

To ensure consistent development of the Group’s 
strategy, high-level matters pertaining to sustainability 
issues are addressed at the annual Group 
Sustainability Steering Committee meeting.
Supporting the Steering Committee is the Working 
Committee, which comprises eight discipline-specific 
working groups with representatives across Keppel’s 

different  businesses. The committee executes and 
reports on the Group’s efforts across its material ESG 
topics, which are:
•	 Economic	sustainability
•	 Corporate	governance
•	 Environmental	performance
•	 Product	excellence
•	 Safety	&	health
•	 Labour	practices	&	human	rights
•	 Supply	chain	management
•	 Community	development	

SuStAiNAble develOPmeNt GOAlS
Keppel welcomes the introduction of the United 
Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and 
believes that businesses play a pivotal role in helping 
communities achieve these goals. Keppel has reviewed 
how its different businesses can contribute to the SDGs 
and where appropriate, have incorporated the goals as 
a supportive framework for its sustainability strategy. In 
its 2016 Sustainability Report, Keppel identified eight 
SDGs that it is most able to contribute to:  
•	 Clean	water	and	sanitation
•	 Affordable	and	clean	energy
•	 Decent	work	and	economic	growth
•	 Industry,	innovation	and	infrastructure
•	 Sustainable	cities	and	communities	
•	 Responsible	consumption	and	production
•	 Climate	action
•	 Partnerships	for	the	goals

As a multi-business company providing solutions 
for sustainable urbanisation, Keppel contributes to 
the SDGs through the different solutions offered by 
its businesses. For example, Keppel Infrastructure 
leverages the advanced technology solutions of 
its subsidiary, Keppel Seghers, to address a wide 
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spectrum of environmental issues in solid waste and 
wastewater. Waste-to-Energy (WTE) plants by Keppel 
generate green energy from waste and help in landfill 
diversion by as much as 90% through reduction 
in the volume of waste disposed. Keppel Land 
adopts a proactive approach towards environmental 
management in the development of its properties, 
while Keppel O&M is strengthening its suite of 
innovative solutions in Liquefied Natural Gas, which 
is considered to be one of the cleanest carbon-based 
fuels available, and offers significant potential for 
industries to reduce emissions.

sino-singApore tiAnjin eco-city
The Sino-Singapore Tianjin Eco-City (Eco-City) is on 
track to realising its vision of becoming a model for 
sustainable urbanisation since breaking ground more 
than nine years ago. The master developer for the 
project is Sino-Singapore Tianjin Eco-City Investment 
and Development Co., Ltd. (SSTEC), a 50-50 joint 
venture between a Singapore Consortium led by the 
Keppel Group and a Chinese Consortium led by Tianjin 
TEDA Investment Holding Co., Ltd. 

This flagship bilateral project between the 
governments of China and Singapore has been 
lauded for its eco-friendly features, such as its wide 
green belts, green transport, renewable energy, 
green	buildings,	‘sponge	city’	development	as	well	as	
waste reduction and recycling initiatives. The Eco-City 
has received numerous accolades, including being 
named China’s first National Green Development 
Demonstration	Zone,	first	Integrated	Smart-Grid	
Demonstration	Zone	and	National	Green	Building	

Base. The Low Carbon Living Lab, developed by 
SSTEC, is the first building in China to be awarded the 
Green Mark Platinum Award by the BCA. It encourages 
test-bedding and demonstration of green building 
features, energy-saving building technologies and 
renewable energy adoption.

sustainability perFormanCe
Keppel Corporation conducts regular reviews to 
identify and prioritise the Company’s material ESG 
issues. The resulting Keppel Corporation Materiality 
Matrix illustrates the relative importance of the issues 
as seen by both internal and external stakeholders 
(see diagram).
 
eNerGy ANd eNvirONmeNtAl reSOurCe 
CONServAtiON
Energy efficiency in business operations is key to 
reducing a company’s total environmental footprint. 
Through annual reviews and audits, energy reduction 
opportunities are identified and implemented. 
Keppel is on track to achieving its target of a 16% 
improvement in CO2 emissions from 2020 business-
as-usual levels.

Across its business operations, Keppel has over 65 
developments in Singapore that have received Green 
Mark Awards from the Building and Construction 
Authority (BCA), which recognise innovative energy 
efficiency and environmental features of a building. 
Energy savings are achieved through optimising 
operations and processes; adopting sustainable 
building designs and materials, and using energy-
efficient equipment. 
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The Group is estimated to have saved 519,026 GJ of 
energy from its energy efficiency initiatives in 2016 
and from Keppel Land’s Green Mark developments. 
The total energy saved is equivalent to nearly 5.6% 
of the Group’s total energy consumption in 2016, and 
translates to estimated cost savings of about  
S$27 million and avoidance of approximately 62,000 
tonnes of carbon dioxide (t-CO2) emissions.

Keppel also strives to decrease its reliance on fossil 
fuels and increase its use of renewable sources of 
energy. In 2016, Keppel Land’s corporate office at 
Bugis Junction Towers became the first Green Mark-
certified office to be fully powered by solar energy. 
The solar energy is purchased from Keppel Electric. 
In this offsite solar purchase scheme, renewable 
energy is harvested from photovoltaic panels installed 
in premises operated by Keppel Infrastructure, and 
transferred to Keppel Land. With this new initiative, 
Keppel Land is expected to offset about 150 t-CO2 
emissions every year. 

Overall, the Group has successfully reduced its 
direct energy consumption in 2016, ceteris paribus.  
However, reported direct energy consumption 
increased substantially due to the inclusion of data 
from City Gas, the sole producer and retailer of town 
gas in Singapore. 
 

Water is a precious resource for everyone, and the 
Group encourages all employees and stakeholders to 
do their part in reducing excessive usage. To enhance 
water efficiency, modern water-saving equipment 
has been installed in most offices and in key water 
processing plants. Through these efforts, Keppel 
Corporation achieved water savings of over 230,000 m3 
in 2016.

heAlth ANd SAfety PerfOrmANCe
Safety is one of Keppel’s core values and the  
company is committed to provide a safe and healthy 
workplace for all its stakeholders.  Keppel’s major 
operational facilities are certified to internationally-
recognised standards for occupational health and 
safety, and environmental management (OHSAS 18001 
and ISO 14001 respectively). The Group’s management 
system is routinely audited by independent consultants 
and internal audit teams. 

Safety is also a key focus area for our Board of 
Directors. The company’s Board Safety Committee 
(BSC) adopts a hands-on approach in setting the 
strategic direction to ensure that consistently high 
safety standards are maintained across the Group. 
Regular site visits are conducted by the BSC to engage 
operational staff and understand the challenges faced 
on the ground. 
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The Group’s health, safety and environment (HSE) 
policy sets the overall tone as to how Keppel seeks 
to achieve zero incidents and strengthen its safety 
record. The Keppel safety and health strategy entails 
putting in place a strong integrated safety framework 
for businesses worldwide; adopting best practices, 
systems, standards and processes; cultivating strong 
safety ownership at all levels and engaging relevant 
stakeholder groups.  

Keppel Corporation invested over S$37 million in 2016 
to enhance infrastructure, upgrade systems and build 
knowledge and skillsets across the Group.  In 2016, 
the Group’s global accident frequency rate and global 
accident severity rate was 0.15 reportable accidents 
per million man-hours and 254 man-days lost per 
million man-hours respectively. For its excellence in 
workplace safety, Keppel bagged a total of 36 awards 
from the Workplace Safety and Health Council and 
Ministry of Manpower in 2017.
 
PeOPle mANAGemeNt
Employee training and skills upgrading, engagement 
programmes and a strong relationship with trade 
unions are central to Keppel’s people management 
strategy. The Group has over 20,000 employees, with 
45% based in its Singapore offices. Approximately 
38% of Keppel’s global workforce is covered under 

collective agreements and 60% of employees are 
recruited from local communities. The global employee 
turnover rate was 12.3% in 2016, a relatively low figure 
for a large business conglomerate.    

In 2016, the Group surveyed its employees and a 
87% majority indicated that they would “go beyond 
norm” to contribute to the organisation’s success. This 
is indicative of the Group’s workplace culture which 
values hard work and efficiency. 

The Keppel Leadership Institute offers a diverse 
range of leadership and development programmes, 
delivered in modular and blended approaches. These 
programmes are designed in consultation with senior 
management and are regularly refreshed to suit the 
Group’s evolving needs. The Institute grooms global 
Keppel leaders, equipping them with the capability and 
confidence to drive its businesses into the future. 

community-bAsed progrAmmes
Community development is a material topic for Keppel. 
In partnership with organisations that share its values, 
Keppel commits up to 1% of the Group’s net profit 
to worthy social and environmental causes. These 
contributions are coordinated and disbursed by Keppel 
Care Foundation, the Group’s philanthropic arm, 
which is governed by its own Board of Directors. The 
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Foundation has disbursed S$25 million to worthy causes 
to date, since its launch in 2012. In 2016, the Group’s 
total social investment spend was S$5.21 million. 

Beyond monetary contributions, Keppel’s philanthropic 
giving is bolstered by its volunteer movement, Keppel 
Volunteers. Employees are given two days of paid 
volunteer leave annually. Keppel Volunteers organise 
regular and diverse activities with beneficiaries, such as 
students of Care Corner and senior citizens of Thye Hua 
Kwan Senior Activity Centres. In 2016, employees across 
the Group in Singapore achieved over 8,000 hours of 
community service, an increase of 3,000 hours over the 
5,000 hours in 2015. 

Since its inception, Keppel Care Foundation has 
disbursed over S$11 million to educational causes, which 
include scholarships and bursaries for students of local 
universities and institutes of higher learning.  
Over 200 scholarships, academic awards, bursaries and 

keppel Corporation

ConClusion
Keppel places sustainability at the heart of its strategy and operations. Sustainability is viewed by stakeholders 
as an integral part of the Company’s long-term business success. The individual business units work together 
to achieve the Company’s ESG targets, while bolstering the company brand through its products and solutions 
for sustainable urbanisation. 

study grants have been given to deserving students 
from low-income families. Keppel also offers on-the-job 
training and career placements to students.  

In support of the arts, Keppel has committed  
S$12 million to the establishment of the Keppel Centre 
for Art Education in the National Gallery Singapore.  
The Centre provides creative learning spaces for 
families, students and educators to experience, create 
and talk about art, and is the region’s first art education 
facility of its kind. The company also supports Keppel 
Nights, developed in partnership with Esplanade – 
Theatres on the Bay to provide students from heartland 
schools with access to world-class performances. 

In support of environmental conservation efforts,  
Keppel contributed S$2.08 million towards Keppel 
Discovery Wetlands, a 1.8 hectare restored forest 
wetland ecosystem at the Singapore Botanic Gardens.
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COmPANy PrOfile
 LooLa is in the South East of Bintan, see  
https://goo.gl/maps/WZHFKySQWd82. Bintan Island 
is part of Indonesia’s Riau Archipelago and is widely 
known for resort destinations, lush golf courses, 
secluded beaches and a diverse range of water sports. 
The provincial capital of the island is Tanjung Pinang; 
rich in Dutch architecture and was once a bustling 
trading port. 

loola adventure resort

LooLa is the nucleus of three inter-linked organisations: 
LooLa Adventure Resort, LooLa Adventure Group Pte 
Ltd (headquartered in Singapore) and its travel agency 
arm Educational Bookings and Management (EBM). 
A licensed travel agency by the Singapore Tourism 
Board, EBM functions as the sales agent of the resort 
and manages both domestic and international revenue. 
The three organisations work in cohesion to make 
LooLa Resort a champion of sustainable travel. 

re-defining eCo-touriSm
touriSm iS an induStry that generateS a ConSiderable 
amount of global eConomiC aCtivity. it iS alSo a 
SourCe of Carbon dioxide (Co2) emiSSionS, primarily 
from ConSumption of energy reSourCeS. 

A booming industry, global tourism accounts for about US$1.5 trillion 
dollars annually according to the World Tourism Organization (WTO)1. 
The WTO estimates that global tourism is responsible for 4-5% of 
global CO2 emissions2. As more and more people travel around the 
world, the tourism sector brings forth opportunities for its stakeholders 
to address the impacts of climate change.

One way to achieve this is through ecotourism, also known as 
sustainable tourism or sustainable travel. Origins of the concept can 
be traced back to the early 1980s3; however it only became prevalent 
in the late 1980s and 1990s. Ecotourism can be loosely described as 
alternative tourism that establishes a bridge between experiencing 
nature and wildlife, and conservation efforts. Minimising the impact 
on the environment, creating awareness about nature and natural 
resources, and engaging the local community are classified as core 
principles of ecotourism.

Ecotourism is also regarded as an extension of sustainable tourism which combines learning about nature in an 
environment-friendly way, while promoting economic and social empowerment of the immediate local community. 
Due to its perceived potential to mitigate climate change impacts, both developed and developing countries are 
increasingly embracing ecotourism as a major part of their economic and social strategies.

LooLa Adventure Resort (referred to as LooLa) in Bintan, Indonesia is doing exactly this by providing its guests 
an insightful and participatory travel experience. The resort showcases a unique mix of activities that involve 
learning about nature and natural resources, working and respecting local communities and creating value through 
meaningful contributions. The resort’s efforts have paid dividends through multiple national and international 
sustainability	awards,	as	well	as	being	regarded	as	‘World’s	Top	1%	Family	Resorts’	by	international	travel	review	
website TripAdvisor for five consecutive years from 2013 to 2017.     
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LooLa is one of the recipients of Singapore’s 2016 
Singapore Apex Corporate Sustainability Award, 
while winning the 2017 award of “Singapore’s Most 
Sustainable SME” which distinguishes businesses that 
excel in implementing sustainable practices within 
their core operations. As an eco-resort, LooLa offers its 
guests an assorted range of activities aimed at bringing 
people closer to nature. The resort hosts various 
adventure sports, conservation of environmental 
resources and local community engagement to create 
awareness on sustainability. Its target clientele are 
local and international schools, corporate groups, 
sports and other youth groups, and families as well.

bACkGrOuNd
The resort was founded in 1999 by Dr Marc Van Loo, 
who hails from the Netherlands. The name LooLa is a 
combination	of	Dr	Van	Loo’s	last	name	(‘Loo’)	and	Dr	
Van	Loo’s	wife,	Ms	Lacoste’s	last	name	(‘La’).	It	was	
set up on a parcel of land originally occupied by a few 
rustic chalets. The initial investment of SGD 100,000 
enabled the purchase of land, the building of six 
chalets, a climbing wall and a boathouse with the help 
of the local community. Gradually, the resort expanded 
from the income it generated. Later onwards, 
dormitories were built with a capacity to house 300 
people, to cater to the demand of regional/international 
schools and other youth groups.

To expand its business and attract a wider customer 
base, the resort built two luxury eco-villas with four 
individual rooms in each villa in 2014. Both villas are 
equipped with an innovative cooling system that uses 
solar energy for air-conditioning. Fast forward to 2017, 
LooLa is now praised as one of the most decorated 
eco-resorts with an international sustainability 
recognition, including the prestigious 2015 London 
World	Responsible	Tourism	award	for	‘World’s	best	
overall Responsible Tourism Operator’.

lOOlA’S COre buSiNeSS
The resort’s focus is on providing exemplary 
educational tours for its guests, who mostly are school 
and youth groups from around the region. What 
helps LooLa stand out from any other eco-resort is 
its unique blend of adventure sports and community 
engagement activities. Its internationally trained and 
certified instructors offer a variety of water sports 
such as kayaking, rafting and boat trips to nearby 
islands. Guests can also engage in tree climbing, rock 
climbing and experience zip-lining directly into the 
resort’s swimming pool. A village walk/orientation tour 
is also offered along with hill treks. The resort also 
offers a custom-designed survivor island adventure 
to groups with an aim to educate them about the 
different aspects of life on the island, its environmental 
challenges and solutions adopted by its people.

sustainability at loola
LooLa is committed to being an innovative eco-resort 
as sustainability considerations play a central role in 
its operations and activities. Apart from adventure and 
sports, guests experience first-hand eco-solutions at the 
premises upon the belief that a sustainable business can 
be designed to benefit all relevant stakeholders.

The resort’s level of involvement with the local 
community has raised living standards and the overall 
socio-economic status of the locality. With this in mind, 
the approach towards sustainability encompasses 
economic, environmental and social issues that 
are relevant to LooLa’s business operations. The 
resort firmly believes that it is possible to operate a 
successful and long-lasting hospitality business built on 
the following principles:

StAff emPOwermeNt
The resort has a total staff strength of 50 members, 
associates and trainers; all recruited from the local 
community. Each staff has the freedom to voice out 
their opinions in daily morning meetings via internet 
chats. Furthermore, groups of employees are given the 
responsibility for key parts of the resorts operations 
such as food and beverage. This move by the 
management has actually led to higher productivity 
and better guests ratings. Resort staff are also 
empowered through ownership of drinks stalls as their 
own businesses.

eNGAGiNG the lOCAl COmmuNity
A major component of LooLa’s unique selling point 
is the interaction and engagement with the local 
community. The resort has designed activities 
and programs where guests participate in various 
community building activities such as roads, sports 
facilities for schools, computer literacy for villagers, 
mosquito net distribution, and most importantly, 
the distribution of life-saving sanitation systems for 
individual rural households (known as Safe Water 
Gardens). This way guests familiarise themselves with 
the local culture and obtain a first-hand account by 
mixing with different groups of locals.

test-bed for eco-soLutions
For tackling environmental and energy issues, LooLa 
strongly embodies an attitude where reasonable 
solutions on energy efficiency and water recycling 
are put in place. The resort has teamed up with 
Singaporean universities and independent firms 
who have been able to help set up clean and green 
solutions. More details relating to LooLa’s collaborative 
work on eco solutions are discussed below.
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SuStAiNAble tOuriSm POliCy
LooLa’s mission is to showcase the real beauty 
and hospitality of Indonesia through an immersive 
experience filled with activities, fully run by local staff. 
The resort’s sustainable tourism policy is a continuous 
work-in-progress, which entails the inclusivity of 
all stakeholders in its operations. In the hospitality 
business, the location of operations and its impacts on 
the community play a vital role in business’ success. 
LooLa hence took it within its strides and involved 
the immediate community in every step of the way to 
develop and grow the resort. 

eCo and Green initiatives 
at loola

sAfe wAter gArdens project
This project was implemented by building wastewater 
gardens (now called Safe Water Gardens) for the local 
community households that helps to eliminate diseases 
connected to insufficient household sanitation (in a 
2016 UNICEF report, it is estimated that 370 Indonesian 
children die to lack of basic sanitation every day). A 
scientific survey undertaken by the research teams 
connected to Loola’s Safe Water project has shown 
that 70% of the recipients of an SWG have reported a 
sharp reduction in diarrhoea and other water-borne 
diseases. Furthermore, the gardens regenerate the 
ground water table with cleaner water with the help 
of an additional ceramic filter, enabling the villagers 
to enjoy clean drinking water. LooLa embarked on 
this initiative in 2013, and is now utilising a Dutch 
government grant and a growing coalition of education 
and industry partners to achieve the target of supplying 
all Indonesian villagers with safe and sustainable water 
management systems within the next 5 years.

The main partners of the project are: 
•	 LooLa	Adventure	Resort	
•	 World	Business	Council	for	Sustainable	

Development (WBCSD)
•	 Centre	for	Water	Research,	NUS	and	
•	 Borouge	(one	of	the	world’s	leading	plastic	producers)
•	 NTU	and	2	Indonesian	universities	and	a	leading	

Dutch university have also joined

The technology and components used in the 
Safewater gardens include the following:
•	 A	waterproof	septic	tank	and	piping
•	 A	vegetated	leach	field	made	of	stones,	gravel,	

white sand and a brick rim
•	 A	separate	ceramic	filter	(kept	at	the	house	to	filter	

the water collected at the well)
•	 Land	and	labour

As the items required are minimal and their market prices 
are reasonable, the total estimated cost of each garden 
is around US$500. The upfront investment is practical 
considering the benefits and the lifespan of such a 
system. Guests at the resort have contributed to building 
these wastewater gardens for as little as SGD50/person. 
To date, over SGD 70,000 per year has been contributed 
to such projects in the local community.

In the first phase of the project, over a hundred of 
local village households systems were built to gain 
experience with practical building and social issues. 
The project has now entered a scientific research 
phase with 6 scientific test gardens, and 110 in-depth 
surveys, with around 20 more test gardens and 100 
more surveys to be taken by mid 2018. The aim of the 
research is to obtain a (cost) optimised Open-Source 
system which can be scaled up nationally.

loola adventure resort
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how the waste water Garden works

Step 1 Wastewater flows from the toilet into a waterproof septic tank

Step 2 Septic tank size is designed to hold roughly two days of wastewater production. The most 
harmful bacteria die here because of oxygen deprivation, while “useful” bacteria turn the 
waste into nutrients.

Step 3 The wastewater still contains nutrients, mainly nitrates. Residual nutrient-rich wastewater 
flows through a perforated pipe in the vegetated leach field made of small stones at the 
bottom, white sand on top, and banana or palm oil trees on top. The trees feed directly off the 
nutrients coming through the pipe.

Step 4 Clean wastewater sinks into groundwater and water from the well is filtered through a 
ceramic filter kept in the house before consumption.

beNefitS Of the wAStewAter GArdeNS
The water garden system has enabled local 
households to save on costs of buying bottled water. 
LooLa’s staff estimated that villagers in Bintan Island 
spend roughly around SGD6/month on bottled water, 
and they are able to save approximately SGD70/year 
from using the garden system. The intangible benefits 
derived from the garden system are tremendous and 
noteworthy. As it is maintenance-free, it does not 
produce any foul smell, it beautifies the household 
area, and most importantly, villagers acknowledge its 
huge health benefits. The improvement of social living 
standards in the locality has been the central benefit 
through the garden system, which the locals have 
welcomed wholeheartedly.

The trial setup was carried out at the resort itself for 
both functional and learning purposes. It is an on-
site treatment and disposal system that uses up the 
nutrients from wastewater so that the ground water 
becomes safe to drink, after being run through a 
ceramic filter. At the resort, a total of seven wastewater 
gardens have been in operation for more than four 

years. LooLa has also built over 140 wastewater 
gardens in neighbouring villages either through local 
community engagement or through company and 
school group sponsored corporate social responsibility 
(CSR) programmes. The benefits have been highly 
encouraging as villagers prefer drinking clean water 
from the well compared to bottled water. This simple 
yet novel eco solution has been a huge success 
for LooLa, to the extent where households in the 
neighbouring villages have requested LooLa’s help in 
building the systems in their homes. As of now, LooLa 
is managing a waiting list and building it accordingly.

hArNeSSiNG SOlAr eNerGy
In 2014, the resort installed more than 70 solar photo-
voltaic panels in its boathouse rooftop space covering 
70 square meters which provides the resort with over 
50% of its energy needs. Due to efficiency and space 
constraints, it is not yet possible to completely use 
solar energy, hence a mix of diesel generators are also 
used at the resort during peak usage time. Although 
investing in green and clean energy is the right thing 

loola adventure resort

	

	 A coalition of educators, concerned citizens and business partners committed to a future of sustainable water 

www.safewatergardens.org 

	
	

	
SAFE	WATER	GARDENS	FACT	SHEET	

	
World-class	universities	and	companies	joining	forces	in	a	quest		
to	provide	all	Indonesian	villagers	with	safe	sustainable	water		

within	the	next	5	years	

	

The	Issue	
In	rural	areas,	wastewater	from	toilets	is	typically	released	untreated	in	the	environment	because	there	is	no	
infrastructure	yet	for	sewage	treatment.	The	result	is	that	people	can	get	seriously	ill	–even	die:	every	day,	370	
Indonesian	children	under	the	age	of	5	die	from	contact	with	contaminated	water	(UNICEF	report	Oct	2016).	
	

The	Solution	
The	solution	takes	the	form	of	an	individual	wastewater	treatment	system	per	household,	which	we	call	“Safe	
Water	Garden”	(SWG).	Based	on	guidelines	compiled	by	UNESCO	in	the	wake	of	the	Aceh	tsunami,	the	system	
prevents	 diseases,	 and	 delivers	 safe	 drinking	 water	 and	 environmental	 benefits.	 It	 features	 3	 main	
components:	a	septic	tank,	a	leach	field	(the	garden),	and	a	separate	ceramic	filter	(not	pictured).	
	
	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
What	does	a	SWG	do?	
SWGs	 are	 internationally	 recognised	 as	 practical	 and	 economical	 biological	 wastewater-recycling	 systems	
which:	
	

• prevent	diseases	connected	to	polluted	surface	water	
• lift	social	status	-	since	the	houses	no	longer	smell	and	feature	a	beautiful	garden	
• provide	food	security	-	as	the	garden	can	be	used	year-round	to	grow	vegetables	or	fruits	
• allow	household-savings	of	up	to	10%	-	since	villagers	no	longer	need	to	buy	bottled	water	
• positively	impact	the	global	environment	–	as	the	garden	plants	absorb	the	household	nutrients	

Septic	tank	 Leach	pipe	 Gravel	bed	Toilet	and	shower	
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to do, the resort still believes the best way to achieve 
sustainability is through education and awareness. 
Guests are reminded and given energy and water 
usage tips, where the simple focus is to reduce 
wastage and usage as much as possible. 

In collaboration with the Solar Energy Research 
Institute of Singapore (SERIS, NUS), LooLa aims to fulfil 
90% of its energy needs through solar energy from 
2018 onwards. This, LooLa feels, is a reasonable target 
as most of its guests have given feedback that they 
are willing to use little energy in the day time, hence 
reducing a bulk of the energy resources needed. The 
partnership with SERIS has been successful as a new 
2-year research agreement was signed in 2016, further 
allowing expertise from SERIS on data collection and 
analysis to refine the solar power grid system which is 
sometimes prone to mechanical failures.

eco Air-conditioning
LooLa has developed a unique environment-friendly 
air-conditioning system designed by a Bali-based 
organisation in its two luxury eco villas which operate 
completely using solar power, chemical-free and 
battery-free. Using solar energy to operate the 
compressor, a block of ice is frozen during the day 
under each villa, which is subsequently used to cool 
the villa at night. The green air-con system came at 
a cost of about SGD 30,000 per villa and is a great 
investment for the resort as not only is it beneficial for 
the environment; it is also big on cost savings 
compared to using 30 liters of diesel per day to power 
the compressors. This unique air-conditioning system 
allowed LooLa and SERIS to commit to another a  
2 year Joint Research Programme to collect data for 
analysis, and develop a proto-type that can be scaled 
up for commercial production.

hArveStiNG rAiNwAter
In November 2014, LooLa installed its rainwater 
harvesting collection system in two 500 square meters 
of newly designed roofs. While still in a developmental 
stage, the system has demonstrated the possibility 
of drawing 80% of the resort’s water needs from 
rainwater collected at the beach, while recycling that 
water clean back into the water table via LooLa’s Safe 
Water Gardens. The target of 80% is expected to be 
reached by early 2018. This system is extremely useful 
both in functionality and as an educational tool for 
students to show how a simple solution can have such 
a profound positive impact on water conservation. 

cHemicAL-free mosquito system
The Eastern part of Bintan Island is less populated 
and arguably less developed compared to the town 

centre. Due to some drainage issues, mosquitoes and 
sand-flies have been a longstanding problem for the 
local community. One of the LooLa’s clients introduced 
a Java-based German scientist who had developed a 
chemical-free electrical system of ovi-traps (water-filled 
devices that entice the female mosquito to lay their 
eggs in it so as to allow the abortion of the resulting 
larvae). 

LooLa immediately partnered with the couple and 
installed a dozen of these systems in 2012. But 
these systems turned out to be critically sensitive to 
malfunctioning (if the automated procedures don’t 
work, you’ve got a mosquito explosion), so the resort 
went back to the use of successful manual ovi-traps 
and careful (chemical-free) cleaning of the area, which 
turns out to be the best way of insect control.

mEasurE of LooLa’s succEss

AwArdS ANd ACCOlAdeS
LooLa has won several international tourism-related 
awards over the years as a proof to their effort of 
operating a sustainable eco resort. Their efforts 
were first recognised by the Malaysia-based social 
enterprise	‘Wild	Asia’	in	2012	which	awarded	them	the	
Most Inspiring Responsible Tourism Award. This led the 
resort to embark on further eco initiatives which led to 
other awards and accolades listed below:
•	 2017	TripAdvisor’s	Traveler’s	Choice	Award	Winner	

as Top 25 Hotels for Families – Indonesia
•	 2017	Winner	of	Singapore’s	Most	Sustainable	SME
•	 2016	Sustainable	Business	Award	Winner	by	GCNS
•	 2015	and	2014	Sustainable	Business	Awards	for	

CSR in the Community and Land Use Biodiversity 
and Environment respectively

•	 2015	WTM	London	World	#1	Responsible	Tourism	
Operator	and	World	#1	Responsible	Beach	Operator

•	 2015	EcoAction	Day	Winner	by	EcoAction
•	 2013	World	Travel	and	Tourism	Council	Finalist
•	 2012	Winner	of	Most	Inspiring	Responsible	Tourism	

Operator by WildAsia
•	 TripAdvisor’s	Traveller’s	choice	2013,	2014,	2015,	

2016 (World top 1% family hotel)

GueSt rAtiNG ANd feedbACk
LooLa regards guest and visitor feedback as a strong 
indicator of its success in sustainability achievements. 
Each guest is requested to fill a detailed feedback 
form about their visit and activities completed. The 
feedback received has been positive and encouraging, 
as they help the resort to focus on important issues 
and constantly develop their engagement activities 

loola adventure resort
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to suit the needs of the guests. These ratings have 
also resulted in multiple awards and commendations 
from travel review websites for the resort’s hospitality, 
activities and initiatives. 

Future endeavours
From the initiatives undertaken, LooLa has maintained 
a strong focus on both environmental and social 
sustainability in terms of stimulating development to 
the region through their business. With this humble 
approach, the resort plans to build on its foundations 
of eco solutions and has targets to improve its current 
systems. For example in renewable energy, LooLa 
aims to have 90% of its needs met by solar PVs from 
2018 onwards using net-metering. As net-metering 
is currently being promoted by the Indonesian 
government through feed-in tariff systems, LooLa 
intends to use this resource to meet its energy needs.

ConClusion
Natural resource conservation, community engagement and an immersive experience enjoyed by guests has 
played	a	major	role	in	making	LooLa	a	responsible	business.	Furthermore,	the	resort’s	approach	of	‘hire	local,	
buy local’ has also enabled them to make a difference to the overall economic and social situation of the 
region. These efforts have contributed greatly to the success of the resort’s business model.

LooLa has championed its focus on local community relations in multiple aspects of their business operations. 
From staff empowerment to employment and management style, such practices are bearing fruit with zero 
staff	turnover	rate	and	a	resort	that	promises	to	deliver	‘something	really	different’	to	its	guests.	

For water resources, the resort plans to have 80% of its 
water needs through its rainwater harvesting system. 
From current estimates of 50 litres of water per guests 
per day, the resort is actually supplying most of it from 
the collected rainwater. At times, much of the water is 
drained to the groundwater making the resort a net 
contributor to the water table of the region. In addition, 
the resort plans to distribute the chemical-free mosquito 
control systems to more communities for a wider reach.

LooLa is determined to leverage on its eco awards and 
the successful installation of 140 Safe Water Gardens to 
date through its Safe Water Garden alliance, consisting 
of LooLa’s educational, corporate, and local and 
national government partners. The research currently 
undertaken (funded by the Dutch government) 
indicates that it is possible to bring the cost of one 
SWG to below SGD 400, possibly even below SGD 
350 per household, a number well within reach of the 
government housing upgrade allowances. 

1Why Tourism: World Tourism Organization (2015). Retrieved from http://www2.unwto.org/content/why-tourism
2Climate Change and Tourism: World Tourism Organization (2016). Retrieved from http://sdt.unwto.org/content/faq-climate-change-and-tourism
3Origins of Ecotourism (2003). Retrieved from http://www.borneo.com.au/ecotourism.htm
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building a greener 
Singapore
green building projeCtS are 
inCreaSing worldwide, and 
aCCording to a Study from dodge 
data & analytiCS, green buildingS 
are expeCted to double by 20181. 

COmPANy PrOfile
Meinhardt Group is a multi-disciplinary engineering 
company with offices in 47 countries worldwide. 
The company employs close to 4,500 staff and 
provides engineering consulting services in civil and 
infrastructure, planning and urban development, 
structural engineering, mechanical, electrical and 
plumbing engineering, project management and water 
and environment engineering.

The Group was established in 1955 in Australia 
and is now headquartered in Singapore since 
1974. The Group provides a one-stop approach for 
comprehensive project delivery, offering clients 

In Singapore, since the launch of Singapore’s Building and Construction Authority (BCA) Green Mark scheme2  in 
2005, the number of green buildings in Singapore has grown exponentially from 17 in 2005 to more than 2,100 in 
2014. This translates to about 62 million square metres of gross floor area (GFA), which is equivalent to 25% of the 
total built-up area in Singapore. 

In 2016, Singapore was ranked second among global cities for green buildings3. Today, the BCA Green Mark 
scheme is not just applied to new and existing individual buildings, but also deployed to promote environmental 
sustainability beyond buildings. This includes parks, supporting infrastructures, districts, rapid transit systems, and 
even occupant-centric spaces within buildings such as in supermarkets, restaurants and healthcare facilities. 

original and highly buildable design solutions. Over 
the years, Meinhardt has been involved in a number 
of international and local projects which include 
iconic landmarks such as Singapore’s Gardens by the 
Bay, The Sail @ Marina Bay, KL Sentral, The River in 
Bangkok, Bank of China building in Hong Kong and the 
Dubai Mall among others.  

Over the past decade, Meinhardt has won more 350 
awards globally for its engineering services and has 
the highest number of BCA’s Green Mark Platinum and 
Gold Plus awards in Singapore. 

mEInhardt (sIngaPorE) PtE Ltd
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Corporate sustainability Commitments

mEInhardt (sIngaPorE) PtE Ltd

SuStAiNAbility StrAteGy
Sustainability is essential to the long term future of 
Meinhardt and is built into the way the Group conducts 
and operates its business. From corporate social 
responsibility to producing environmentally sustainable 
designs, Meinhardt endeavours to contribute to the 
global community to enhance and preserve the built 
environment.

The Group views health and safety as a top priority 
and implements procedures rigorously for both its 
employees and end-users. The Group’s operating 
facilities are ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18008 
certified. 
 

eNvirONmeNtAlly SuStAiNAble deSiGNS 
Sustainability is integral to Meinhardt’s core 
business and the Group has always prioritised it 
in its engineering design and projects. It pursues 
sustainability by looking at how its designs and 
solutions impact the environment. In every project the 
company undertakes, it embeds a design philosophy 
that promotes environmentally beneficial solutions 
and technologies that optimise energy and resource 
utilisation. 

In addition to bringing new business and customers, 
Meinhardt’s promotes environmentally sustainable 
designs through:
•	 energy	and	water	savings	through	use	of	green	and	

renewable energy technologies
•	 lower	operational	costs	through	management	of	

lifecycle costs
•	 higher	building	performance
•	 improved	occupant	comfort
•	 healthier	building	environment
•	 responsible	sourcing	of	materials

Some of Meinhardt’s recent Green Mark Platinum 
projects include the Tanjong Pagar Centre, Telin-3 Data 
Centre, Park Place Residences @ Paya Lebar Quarter, 
Assisi Hospice, Lee Kong Chian School of Medicine 
(Yunnan), SBF Center, SMU Law School, Yale-NUS 
College, Orchard Gateway, Asia Square Tower 1, Credit 
Suisse Regional Data Centre, City Square Mall and 
Resorts World Sentosa. 

CArbON fOOtPriNt
In order to maintain a forward-looking approach, 
Meinhardt closely monitors and takes steps to minimise 
carbon emissions. It conducts life cycle assessments 
on its engineering projects in energy content, 
construction, operation, maintenance and end of life 
disposal. In addition, Meinhardt adopts a proactive 
approach towards actualising various commercially and 
operationally sustainable design solutions that minimise 
its carbon footprint, protecting the environments in 
which it promotes work, live and play.

uSe Of teChNOlOGy
Green buildings are one of the most important 
elements in the discussion of sustainable development. 
Accounting for more than 40 per cent of energy use 
and responsible for an estimated 30 per cent of city-
wide emissions, buildings make up the largest energy-
consuming sector worldwide4. 

Through the use of technology, Meinhardt helps 
its clients address the global energy challenge by 
reducing the negative impact during the design and 
construction process. The company has pioneered 
the use of artificial intelligence in air conditioning, 
power and lighting control system which uses energy 
proportionately according to the occupancy and 
activity levels of the building. This enables energy 
savings of over 30% compared to conventional 
solutions. 

Figure 1: Meinhardt’s ESG approach.
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a casE study of mEInhardt’s 
sustainable desiGn philosophy
In every project that Meinhardt is involved in, the 
Group embeds a design philosophy that meets the 
needs of the client and community while ensuring the 
solutions are environmentally sustainable. 

Meinhardt was involved in the construction of the 
recently completed Assisi Hospice as the M&E 
Engineer, Structural Engineer and environmental 
sustainable design (ESD) consultant for the building5.

As a key player in the design and construction of 
the hospice, Meinhardt’s ESD team performed solar 
studies and energy modelling for the project as can be 
seen in Figures 1 and 2. 

The development’s energy efficiency index (EEI) is 
approximately 177.08 kWh/m2/year; the proposed 
model saved 33.15% of energy from the baseline 
model. The overall annual energy saving was 
estimated as 1169305.49 kWh, this is equivalent to 
$233,861.10 (based on tariff of $0.20/kWh).

 

fACAde SyStemS
The building façade has been designed integrating 
passive design concepts. The building has been shaded 
with the use of horizontal as well as vertical fins. The 
design team, comprising Meinhardt’s engineers selected 
energy efficient and high performance glazing which 
achieved 35.3 W/m2 for the overall envelope thermal 
transfer value (ETTV). This ETTV figure meets Green 
Mark Platinum standard (i.e. below 40 W/m2). The façade 
systems are designed to be durable and permeable, 
effectively optimising natural ventilation and daylight 
in campus areas. The architectural elements were 
designed in synergy with the existing compound and 
built with the flexibility for future expansion.

Staying true to its design intent, the building forms 
and materiality provides a recognised architectural 
expression, demonstrating a commitment to 
environmentally sustainable design, sound buildability 
principles combined with select material innovation. 
The new campus incorporated low energy and smart 
systems for environmental control into its architecture. 
A well-integrated building management system, the 
team employed extensive conservation strategies to 
manage energy and water consumptions.

Air-conditioning And VentiLAtion
The chiller plant system achieved overall efficiency 
of 0.70kW/ton. The plant efficiency meets Platinum 
certification requirement. Carbon monoxide (CO) 
sensors were installed in the basement carpark to 
monitor the level of CO, making sure that the carpark 
is adequately ventilated. Car Park Guidance System 
has been installed as a Green Innovative strategy. 
Ultraviolet light –C band (UV emitters) were installed 
in all air handling units for improved air quality. In 
addition, automatic Tube cleaning system for Heat 
Exchangers have been introduced for heat exchanger 
operation with better efficiency.

ArtifiCiAl liGhtiNG CONtrOl
Motion sensors are installed in the building’s 
staircases. These sensors help to save significant 
amount of lighting energy annually. High frequency 
ballasts were used throughout the development. 
The lighting power density (LPD) design achieved 
approximately 36.2% saving from S$530.

dAyliGht utiliSAtiON
Sun Pipes have been used to harvest the natural daylight 
and reduce the artificial light consumption. A technology 
called cool-tube along with specially designed optical 
lenses was also used to disperse daylight throughout the 
area to reduce the glare and visual comfort.

Figure 1: Solar Study

Figure 2: Energy Modelling
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CONStruCtiON & StruCture
The project achieved a concrete usage index (CUI) 
which meets the requirement for Platinum certification. 
Usage of Green Cements and Recycled Concrete 
Aggregates and Washed Copper slag has been used 
as a sustainable initiative.

wAter fittiNGS
The buildings have water efficient fittings (covered 
under WELS) installed and these fittings have excellent 
WELS rating which is estimated to generate 9.13% 
water savings compared to code compliant buildings. 

SAviNGS 

Key KPIs Estimated savings during any 
operational year

Energy Saving •	 33.15%	reduction	compared	to	
code compliance building

•	 116305.49	kwh	energy	savings	
per year

•	 $233861.10	savings	per	year	
(based on $0.20 per kWh)

CO2 emission 
reduction

•	 584.52	tonnes	(based	on	the	
assumption of 500g of CO2 
produced for every kWh electricity 
consumed)

Water Saving •	 9.13%	savings	compared	to	code	
compliance building (operational 
phase)

•	 10163.79	m3/ year
•	 $33,449	savings	per	year

Expected overall 
annual cost 
savings in water 
and energy

•	 $267,310.10

mEInhardt (sIngaPorE) PtE Ltd

eNvirONmeNtAl COmmitmeNt 
Meinhardt recognises its legal and social responsibility 
to prevent pollution and other adverse impacts on the 
environment resulting from its day-to-day consulting 
services. Hence, senior management at Meinhardt is 
committed to: 
•	 Meet	and	exceed	statutory	and	regulatory	

requirements and best-practice guidelines in 
environmental performance;

•	 Consult	with	employees,	suppliers	and	the	community	
where applicable on environmental issues;

•	 Implement	environmental	sustainable	design	
principles; and

•	 Minimise	any	adverse	impacts	we	have	on	the	
environment, through efficient use of resources and 
ongoing reductions in emissions and waste.

The organisation’s Environmental Policy, which is 
continually reviewed to improve standards, awareness 
and performance serve to: 
•	 Encourage	all	levels	of	management	and	staff	to	

adhere to and contribute ideas, in improving our 
current environmental practices for all the services 
we provide;

•	 Take	into	account	environmental	factors	when	
considering our future business plans;

•	 Minimise	waste	and	the	consumption	of	energy,	
water and other consumables, so as to provide a 
cleaner environment for future generations;

•	 Encourage	a	culture	of	sustainability	“REDUCE,	REUSE,	
RECYLCE” in our day-to  day activities as a business;

•	 Undertake	regular	monitoring	and	provide	
reporting against these indicators to staff and other 
stakeholders where appropriate.

Environmental, Quality and Health & Safety Policy BizSafe, OHSAS 18001
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Meinhardt believes that every employee should 
contribute to a greener workspace and this starts with 
little actions such as switching off the lights, shutting 
down the computers at the end of the day and using 
recycled paper. In establishing this culture, Meinhardt 
minimises waste and the consumption of energy, water 
and other consumables which translates to a greener 
environment.

In 2016, Meinhardt’s office was certified an Eco-Office 
for the second time by the Singapore Environment 
Council. A Green Committee comprising seven 

core members identified and tracked the following 
environmental impact indicators:
•	 Power	Index	–	Measured	in	kWh/m2Y and kWh/

person
•	 Paper	Waste	Index	–	Measured	in	ream/m2 and 

ream/person
•	 Water	Index	–	Measured	in	L/m2Y and L/person

When purchasing office equipment, Meinhardt works 
with vendors who have ECO Green Certifications. 
Through these eco-office initiatives, Meinhardt 
achieves cost savings and promotes the sustainability 
message to its staff and vendors. 

eCo oFFiCe
Friendly 
environment
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Corporate soCial 
responsibility proGramme
In 2012, Meinhardt launched its Corporate Social 
Responsibility programme promoting community 
service, green-office habits and healthy living. The 
programme serves to:
•	 Promote	engagement	between	staff	and	the	

community;
•	 Support	local	community	groups	and	charities;
•	 Improve	the	environment	in	and	around	its	

operations;
•	 Promote	broader	opportunities	for	workplace	

learning;
•	 Contribute	to	the	development	and	education	of	

young people;
 
As part of its philosophy to contribute to the economy, 
Meinhardt provides scholarships and donations to 
beneficiary organisations which include BCA, NUS, 
SUTD, NTU, Singapore Table Tennis Association, 
Community Chest, and others.

mEInhardt (sIngaPorE) PtE Ltd

ConClusion
Meinhardt has successfully championed sustainability trends and contributed to the national and global 
economy with its sustainable business practices, pro-environment operations and performance management 
systems, corporate social responsibility, innovation and green technology implementation. 

While it strives to deliver technical excellence, and accomplish high engineering standards; Meinhardt also 
ensures that the design solutions they offer are viable, cost-effective and eco-friendly. This not only changes 
the way Meinhardt engineers design the buildings but also brought forth new growth opportunities which 
harmonises with the Group’s business strategy.

human resourCe praCtiCes and 
manaGement
By investing in developing local people and 
understanding local cultures, Meinhardt’s staff strength 
grew to over 4000 staff across 40 countries. The 
organisation recognises that staff play a big role in 
its success and ensures they receive the appropriate 
training and are assessed on their performance.

At Meinhardt Singapore, 74% of the staff is recruited 
locally while 26% are non-local. Besides investing in 
training, Meinhardt has staff engagement programmes 
such as long service awards, monthly fruit day, family 
days and talks on health issues. There is also a Staff 
Suggestion Scheme where they are rewarded if their 
suggestions are implemented. 

Product environmental attributes – THE ECO DECLARATION
The declaration may be published only when all rows and/or fields marked with an * are filled-in (n.a. for not applicable).

Additional information regarding each item may be found under P14.

Brand * Hewlett-Packard Logo
Company name * Hewlett-Packard Company
Contact information * Hans Wendschlag

http://www.hp.com/hpinfo/globalcitizenship/environment/contactem
ail.html

Internet site * http://www.hp.com/hpinfo/globalcitizenship/environment/
Additional information

The company declares (based on product specification or test results based obtained from sample testing), that the product 
conforms to the statements given in this declaration.
Type of product * Workstation PC
Commercial name * HP Z440 Workstation
Model number * Z440
Issue date * 10/6/2014
Intended market * Global  Europe  Asia, Pacific & Japan Americas Other 
Additional information

This is an uncontrolled copy when in printed form. Please refer to the contact information for the latest version.

Quality Control Requirement met
Item Yes No
QC1 * The company enforces an internal quality control scheme to ensure the correctness of this eco declaration
QC2 * The company is a member of an eco declaration system that enforces regular independent quality control 

such as organized by IT-Företagen (see www.itecodeclaration.org).

Annex B of ECMA-370 4th ed i t ion Amended, February 2010
Page 1 (8)

 

1World Green Building Trends (2016). Retrieved from http://www.worldgbc.org/news-media/world-green-building-trends-2016
23rd Green Building Masterplan (BCA). Retrieved from https://www.bca.gov.sg/GreenMark/others/3rd_Green_Building_Masterplan.pdf
3,4Global Cities Green Buildings (2016). Retrieved from http://www.asiaone.com/singapore/singapore-ranks-2nd-among-global-cities-green-buildings
5BCA Awards (2017). Retrieved from https://www.bca.gov.sg/greenMark/others/gm2017.pdf
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Fundamental business strenGths and sustainability pillars

onG&onG Group pte ltd

founded by the late mr ong teng 
Cheong and mrS ong Siew may in 1972, 
ong&ong group pte ltd (“oogpl”) 
haS grown from a Small-Siloed 
arChiteCtural firm into one of the 

largeSt multi-
diSCiplinary deSign 
ConSulting CompanieS 
in Singapore 
with a global preSenCe in 11 CitieS 
aCroSS 10 CountrieS. 

OOGPL’s core strengths lies in its design and development capabilities, multiple-pronged building and engineering 
strategy, extensive Asia market network and people capabilities. Under its “one-roof” system, OOGPL coordinates and 
manages the design consultancy and construction administration of the Project from inception to completion together 
with a team of consultants and specialists, building a diversified portfolio comprising of integrated developments, 
industrial buildings, shopping malls, religious institutions, conservation homes, and high-rise residential projects.

OOGPL’s	mission	-	‘to	improve	the	world	in	which	we	live,	whilst	conserving	our	environment	through	excellence	in	
sustainable design’ - captures its commitment to sustainability in its continuing business success. 

These factors of risks and opportunities, collectively 
align with the following Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs):
•	 Goal	8:	Decent	work	and	Economic	Growth
•	 Goal	9:	Industry	Innovation	and	Infrastructure
•	 Goal	11:	Sustainable	Cities	and	Communities
•	 Goal	12:	Responsible	Consumption	and	Production
•	 Goal	13:	Climate	Action

These factors are also made known to the public 
through the company’s website, www.ong-ong.com

From a finance and tax perspective, given OOGPL’s 
operations across different countries, it considers 
carefully its tax liability on the various income streams, 
particularly those associated with transfer pricing,  
tax reassessment and associated costs. In addition, 
reputational and branding risks are considered.

From a labour perspective, operating in 10 countries 
requires OOGPL to embrace diversity across culture, 
nationalities and languages. As at 2016, there 

Sustainability is embedded within the OOGPL business 
model through its 360 Sustainability Framework. 
OOGPL also adopts a risk management framework for 
business resilience, as well as incorporating health and 
safety management and green material specifications 
to ensure the sustainability of a building design.

A major part of OOGPL’s success lies in its ability to 
identify material risks and opportunities. Through a 
group-wide risk assessment workshop, taking into 
account economic, environmental and social impacts, 
nine factors were identified as being material to 
sustainability trends and stakeholders’ interests:
•	 Legal	compliance
•	 Standards	in	the	value	chain
•	 Data	protection	and	security
•	 Employee	engagement
•	 Learning	and	development
•	 Occupational	safety	and	health
•	 Energy	efficiency
•	 Resource	depletion
•	 Waste	generation
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were 17 nationalities working within the Group. A 
localisation strategy ensures that teams have a good 
understanding of local socio-political and cultural 
sensitivities in order to deliver desired business 
outcomes.

From the environmental perspective, OOGPL has 
adopted an environmental sustainability strategy 
focussing on the following:
•	 Formulation	of	responsible	corporate	policies	and	

programmes;
•	 Development	of	new	projects	with	a	green	focus;
•	 Management	of	office	premises;	and
•	 Implementation	of	management	systems.

The Environmental Management System (EMS) 
Committee overseas the Group’s environmental 
efforts, which includes environmental management 
and protection strategies, eco-office policy, principles, 
targets and framework for action and green initiatives. 
To ensure ownership and expertise, the Committee 
is represented by staff members across different 
business units. The Committee also assists in 
implementing OOGPL’s ISO 14001 EMS.

OOGPL’s evaluates the impact of their environmental 
activities through outcome and value measurement, 
and may be represented thus:

environmental activity Measurement of outcome

Reduction in GHG emission 
in the office via energy-
saving LED lighting

•	 Reduction	in	monthly	
utility charges and KWh 
consumption

Reduction in waste 
generation through 
recycling paper programme

•	 Reduction	in	total	
purchase of paper 
materials

•	 Co-relation	between	
total weightage 
of recycled paper 
collected and total 
purchase of paper 
materials

Reduction in carbon 
footprint through budget 
travel or web conference

•	 Reduction	in	number	of	
business travels

•	 Reduction	in	travel	
costs through 
budget travel

•	 Increase	in	number	of	
web conferences held

OOGPL’s environmental impacts are publically 
disclosed via newsletters, its corporate website and 
social media avenues (like Facebook).

From a social perspective, OOGPL assess the impact 
on  interested parties in their operations. Desired social 
impacts may be represented thus:

Stakeholder Desired Social impacts

Our People •	 An	inclusive	and	diversified	
workforce

•	 Fair	&	non-discriminatory	
employment

•	 People	development	&	
Leadership development for 
the built environment

•	 Localisation	employment
•	 Employee	wellness

Clients and 
Business Partners

•	 Work	with	shareholders	and	
business partners to balance 
commercial viability and 
environmental sustainability.

•	 Create	sustainable	
developments for future 
generations in partnership with 
clients

Communities 
(including Partner 
Agencies)

•	 Scholarships	and	Internships	to	
develop future leaders for the 
built- environment.

•	 Early	adoption	of	technological	
innovations to promote and 
improve building solutions for 
the built- environment.

•	 Creating	awareness	of	
environmental impact and 
generating architectural 
interests in young people.

•	 Being	a	platform	for	seekers	
around the world to realise 
innovative and green solutions 
for the planet through Go 
Beyond Challenge.
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OOGPL addresses its desired social impacts internally and externally, through the following means:

Stakeholder Desired Social impacts Means

Our People •	 An	inclusive	and	diversified	workforce
•	 Fair	&	non-discriminatory	employment
•	 Local	employment
•	 People	development	&	Leadership	

development for the built environment
•	 Employee	wellness

•	 Though	Employment	Policy
•	 Through	programmes	such	as	

360U,360Career, 360 HiPo and 360 
Coaching

•	 360	Fit

Clients and Business 
Partners

•	 Work	with	shareholders	and	business	
partners to balance commercial viability 
and environmental sustainability.

•	 Create	sustainable	developments	for	
future generations in partnership with 
clients.

•	 Participation	as	a	vested	stakeholder	in	
selected projects 

Communities (including 
Partner Agencies)

•	 Scholarships	and	Internships	to	develop	
future leaders for the built environment.

•	 Early	adoption	of	technological	
innovations to promote and improve 
building solutions for the built 
environment.

•	 Creating	awareness	of	environmental	
impact and generating architectural 
interest in young people

•	 Being	a	platform	for	seekers	around	the	
world to realise innovative and green 
solutions for the planet through Go 
Beyond Challenge.

•	 Through	various	scholarships	and	
internships

•	 Through	early	and	continued	adoption	
of design technologies such as Building 
Information Modelling (BIM)

•	 Through	Design	Festivals	Workshops	led	
by staff in local schools
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Desired outcomes in the social component are based 
on qualitative values, including the following:
•	 To	transfer	and	build	knowledge	in	the	built	

environment for the next generation;
•	 To	advocate	and	build	knowledge	of	the	built	

environment within the community of practice;
•	 To	build	design	skills	among	the	young	generation;
•	 To	transfer	and	ensure	knowledge	continuity	within	

the built environment; and
•	 To	engage	in	sustainable	design	as	a	real	estate	

strategy for our client and business partners larger 
community while increasing asset value and 
occupants’ satisfaction.

Quantitatively, impact of social activities are measured 
in the following manner:

SuStAiNAble PrOduCtS ANd SOlutiONS, 
ANd CleAN teCh iNNOvAtiON
OOGPL leverages on innovative solutions to solve 
complex design challenges. Constructing a sustainable 
built-environment include making the most of natural 
resources, green building materials where feasible, 
streamlining building systems, improving livability, while 
preserving attention to resident’s health and safety.

Recognising that climate change has an impact on 
expenditure and revenue, OOGPL implemented 
ISO14064 Green House Gas (GHG) Management. 
The standard requires OOGPL to develop principles 
and guidelines to quantify and report gas emissions 
and removals. In addition, identification of possible 
GHG sources for emission reductions and/or 
removal is required under Part 2 of this standard. 
The implementation of this standard led OOGPL to 
identify its significant aspect of office lighting energy 
consumption. The replacement of fluorescent tubes with 
LED lights was implemented with a resultant outcome of 
an annual reduction in 20 tonnes of CO2 emissions.

OOGPL’s social impacts are publically disclosed via 
newsletters, its corporate website and social media 
avenues (like Facebook).

exterNAl SuStAiNAbility PrACtiCeS
Recognising the importance of external sustainable 
practices, OOGPL contributes to the local infrastructure 
and economy through the following:

•	 Investing	in	the	Future	Generation
 Through the ONG&ONG Foundation, the nurturing 

of future generations is achieved through 
supporting Nanyang Polytechnic School of Design’s 
students design prototypes which may be realised 
into business opportunities.

•	 Investing	in	Innovative	Solutions
 Under the Go Beyond Design Challenge, designers, 

inventors and innovators have an opportunity to 
imagine beyond the present and create new-to-
the world solutions. In 2016 this initiative provided 
innovators to consider how two million discarded 
shipping containers could be upcycled into modular 
habitats. 

•	 Revitalising	Old	Urban	Areas	and	Enriching	
Heritage

 In 1986 OOGPL participated in the architectural 
design to transform the Great World Amusement 
Park site along River Valley and Kim Seng Roads 
into what is now Great World City. This integrated 
project, comprising of a mix of retail, office and 
serviced apartments, was intended to serve an 
estimated 0.5 million population within a four 
kilometre radius. The project maintained the 
character of the community whilst continuing the 
vibrancy of the old amusement park heritage.

iNterNAl SuStAiNAbility PrACtiCeS
Policies, guidelines and codes of conduct are 
developed constantly to strengthen internal systems 
to improve sustainability monitoring and performance. 
The Sustainable Business Framework may be 
represented thus:

Key Group Policies
Sustainable Business

Infrastructure
Sustainable Business

Process
Sustainable Business –

Code of Conduct

eStaBlIShInG a StronG StaKeholderS enGaGement Culture

BuIldInG SuStaInaBle CaPaBIlItIeS

Corporate Policies
• Code of Conduct
• Quality Policy
• Environmental Policy
• Occupational Health & Safety Policy
• Employment Policy
• personal Date Protection Policy
• I.T. Acceptable use Policy
• 360 learning & Development Policy
• Building Information Modeling (BMI) Policy

Sustainable Business Framework

Change
Management

CommunicationContinuous
Improvement

Knowledge 
Sharing

• Vision & Mission
• Goals
• Core Values
• Roles & Responsibilities
• Accountability
• 360 Design Proposition

• Better Business
• Better Society
• Better environment

Strategy

People Structure

Processesrewards
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Such policies, and the overall governance and 
sustainability within OOGPL, are overseen by the 
Executive Committee (ExCo) which includes the Group 
Executive Chairman and Group CEO. The management 
team works in tandem with the ExCo to ensure the 
on-going assessment, implementation and monitoring 
of the sustainability strategy. Insights and opinions flow 
through the organisation structure thus:

In addition, two separate teams with OOGPL are 
involved in the daily planning of environmental and 
social activities. The Environment Management 
Committee, comprising staff from various 
departments and subsidiaries, assesses and makes 
recommendations on environmental aspects and 

impacts, opportunities and risks to the company. This 
includes reducing energy consumption and managing 
waste through recycling. The Learning & Development 
Department plans learning activities for the staff.

Under a mentoring coaching scheme, experienced 
staff guide mentees on job performance and desired 
professional qualities. In addition, employees are 
exposed to collaborative co-creation in The Lab, a 
space where thought leadership and design thinking 
are facilitated.

PArtNerShiPS iN SuStAiNAbility
OOGPL recognises that sustainability is a joint 
effort. As such, its stakeholder engagement system, 
involving internal and external stakeholders, is 
constantly reviewed and improved to benchmark with 
international best practices.

In its transition from ISO9001: 2008 to ISO9001: 
2015, OOGPL committed to identifying interested parties 
affected by organisation’s business activities. Hence, 
identified stakeholders were disclosed in OOGPL’s Annual 
Sustainability Update, and comprised the following:

•	 People	–	Comprising	Employees

•	 Shareholders	–	Comprising	shareholders	and	other	
business partners

•	 Clients	–	Comprising	homeowners,	property	
developers, shoppers, tenants, residents, students, 
teaching staff, commuters and tourists.

•	 Communities	–	Comprising	suppliers,	contractors,	
government agencies, NGOs, professional practice 
boards and the local community at large.

The engagement programme for such stakeholders 
may be summarised as follows:

Description Mode of engagement Frequency	of	Engagement

People •	 Open-Door	Policy
•	 Dialogue/feedback	sessions
•	 Corporate	Retreat
•	 Meetups	with	Hi-Potentials	(360	Hi-Po)
•	 360	Mentor-Mentee	meetups		(360U	Coaching)

•	 At	least	quarterly	
•	 Half-yearly
•	 At	least	quarterly	
•	 Every	6	months

Shareholders •	 Dialogue	sessions	and	ExCo	Meetings •	 Monthly

Clients •	 Dialogue	and	meetup	sessions	with	different	client	and	or	client	groups
•	 Informal	meetings

•	 Annually

Communities •	 Dialogue/feedback	sessions	with	government	agencies
•	 Participation	at	Councils	and	Professional	practice	Boards
•	 Mentor-mentee	sessions	at	educational	institutions

•	 At	least	every	6	months
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ConClusion
OOGPL’s is recognised as a regional leader in integrated building design consultancy due to several factors.

Firstly,	OOGPL’s	mission	‘to	improve	the	world	in	which	we	live,	whilst	conserving	our	environment	through	
excellence in sustainable design’ captures its fundamental commitment to sustainability.

Secondly, OOGPL’s ability to identify material risks and opportunities in finance, labour, the environment and 
social aspects, while leveraging on innovation to solve complex building and business design challenges, 
places OOGPL as a thought leader.

Finally, OOGPL’s recognition that sustainability is a joint effort facilitates an inclusive engagement process 
involving internal and external stakeholders, resulting in holistic solutions that benefit all parties, including 
society as a whole.

OOGPL believes that they have the greatest influence 
through assisting clients in transformational projects. 
This involves engaging clients and end-users early in 
the design development stage to pursue a common 
goal during the building stage, resulting in reduced 
costs and efficiency. An example of such a methodology 
is City Square Mall, the first eco-mall in Singapore to be 
awarded the Green Mark Platinum Award. The building 
was conceptualised with environmental sustainability 
in mind, ranging from building features to construction 
methods. It was intended to serve as a prototype of an 
eco and community-friendly mall. The Mall is projected 
to reduce energy usage by around 39%, and it is first to 
be integrated with an urban park.

OOGPL also incorporated stakeholders’ views in their 
materiality assessment. Such views are managed by 
the Management Team and the ExCo. The material 
themes and respective areas of incorporation may be 
summarised thus:

Material themes areas of incorporation

•	 Energy	
Efficiency

•	 Resource	
Depletion

•	 Waste	
Generation

•	 Employees	who	are	advocates	
on Green Councils and national 
making policy groups

•	 Environment	Management	Team	
members views on aspects and 
impacts of office operations

•	 Employees	who	are	Green	Mark	
professionals

•	 Clients	such	as	property	
developers views on low carbon 
design and materials, certified 
sources for building materials

•	 Employee	
Engagement

•	 Learning	and	
Development

•	 Occupational	
Safety and 
Health

•	 Through	360People	where	
employees advocated on health 
and wellness, knowledge transfer 
and retention within the Group.

•	 Through	shareholders	where	
the need to create a process for 
succession planning.

As far as the social and environmental impact 
associated with suppliers are concerned, OOGPL has 
identified two types of suppliers:

•	 For	office	procurement	matters,	material	life-cycle	
management is a criterion in OOGPL’s procurement 
policy when evaluating suitability.

•	 For	project-based	procurement	matters,	sustainable	
material specifications recommended by OOGPL, 
subject to the client’s requirements and acceptance. 
When required, sustainable suppliers will be sought 
from an internal database. Selected sustainable 
suppliers are also invited to speak at sharing 
sessions to deepen staffs’ knowledge in this area.

Generally, OOGPL’s procurement policies are restricted 
to local procurement. If a particular element is 
unavailable locally, the next best alternative in the local 
market would be selected.

Future opportunities
By investing in building projects with select developers, 
OOGPL realised  the value-add of a designed-
focused integrated practice. This approach, though 
not necessarily cost efficient, would nevertheless 
enable the delivery of enhanced shareholder value, 
while meeting the increasing demands for improved 
environmental and social performance for end users 
and clients. An example of such initiatives are CT Hub 
and Michael’s Residences, where OOGPL’s suite of 
services to design, develop, construct and manage the 
buildings was maximised. This has reduced first-cost, 
lifecycle energy and operating costs. Concurrently 
the potential quality of client’s health and wellness is 
improved, together with OOGPL’s brand recognition.
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StarHub debuted on the main board of the Singapore Exchange in October 2004. For its sustainability efforts, the 
company is also listed on the SGX Sustainability Leaders Index and the SGX Sustainability Leaders Enhanced Index. 
As of end 2016, StarHub’s market share in the mobile services segment was 27.4%, and its total subscriber base 
comprised 2.307 million users.

A household name in Singapore, the inception of the company was largely based on the principles of competition. 
The then Singapore government’s decision in the 1990s to liberalise the telecom industry attracted interest from 
various local and international groups. In 1998, a consortium led by ST Telemedia, a unit under state-owned 
investment agency Temasek Holdings, won the licensing bid and established StarHub. Besides ST Telemedia, there 
were other strategic shareholders as well from the United Kingdom and Japan as part of the consortium.

The company officially launched its cellular phone 
operations in the year 2000, after it was awarded the 
license in May 1998. It quickly established itself as an 
aggressive competitor, introducing several attractive 
services such as free incoming calls and per-second billing 
to attract customers. In addition to the mobile business, 
the company initiated plans to venture into broadband 
internet and cable television in early 2000. After the 
acquisition of internet service provider CyberWay in 1999, 
StarHub merged with Singapore Cable Vision in 2002 
and consolidated both businesses as wholly owned 
subsidiaries under the Group. This allowed StarHub to 
market its products as one hubbing package, which gave 
the company a competitive edge and helped to attain 
new customers. The company has since pushed on with 
its integrated range of products, which has proved to be 
successful in growing the business.

liNeS Of buSiNeSS
StarHub has primarily four major lines of business: 
mobile services, pay television services, broadband 
internet services, and enterprise fixed services. In FY 
2016, the group’s mobile services segment netted the 
largest revenue share of 55%, followed by 18% from 

Starhub ltd iS one of 
Singapore’S major 
teleCommuniCation 
ServiCe providerS. 
the Company offerS a wide variety of info-
CommuniCationS and entertainment ServiCeS 
for both ConSumerS and enterpriSeS over itS 
multiple networkS. 

fixed network services, 17% in pay television, and 10% 
in broadband internet respectively. The group’s total 
business revenue was S$2.40 billion at end of FY 2016. 
The company employs about 2,700 staff, mostly based 
in its headquarters in Singapore. 
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a Champion in promotinG 
sustainability
StarHub’s efforts and initiatives in the sustainability 
space are well recognised and awarded both in the 
local and international arena. Sustainability is central 
to the company’s long-term goal and strategy. A 
strong reflection of the company’s commitment to 
sustainability can be seen in the Corporate Knights 
Global 100 Most Sustainable Corporations ranking 
of 2016, where StarHub came in at an impressive 
8th place, and is the highest ranked Singaporean 
company among major players from different industries 
all over the world. It is also the only Singaporean 
telecommunications company featured in this 
prestigious list for the last consecutive four years. 

Such accolades reiterate the company’s sustainability 
stance, which is purely driven by its mission to 
create value for its stakeholders and customers. As a 
telecommunications service provider, sustainability is 
not straightforward for the company as there is little 
involvement in the product-manufacturing aspect. 
However, StarHub fully makes up for this by ensuring 
that sustainability features as a core component in its 
processes, operations, and people. Recognising the 
future potential in the sustainability landscape, the 
company continues to be pro-active in this field. 

Its focus on corporate sustainability stems primarily 
into sustainability that is tied to its business, and 
sustainability that increases brand value, which 
encompasses material topics for both the company 
and industry. Across StarHub’s business functions, 
each operation strives to strike a balance amongst 
economic, environmental and social considerations. 
To be a choice employer and a responsible corporate 
citizen, the company places great importance on 
its ethics, corporate governance and human rights 
policies.

leAderShiP ANd GOverNANCe
StarHub’s Board of Directors oversees the company’s 
sustainability strategy. The Board’s primary focus 
is to provide guidance on environmental, social 
and governance (ESG) factors that can impact the 
organisation’s business. Besides policy oversight, the 
group’s Chief Strategic Partnership Officer leads the 
Sustainability Committee, the implementation wing 
for sustainability initiatives. The committee works with 
the CSR Advocate, who is responsible for ground 
implementation of sustainability initiatives throughout 
the organisation.

As seen in Figure 1, the senior management is also 
involved in managing and driving sustainability, laying 
the groundwork for smooth implementation and 
execution. The CSR Advocate plays a unique role in 
rolling out initiatives across all units as it works closely 
and horizontally with other business units of the group. 
Furthermore, the Sustainability Committee is also 
responsible for:
- Developing sustainability strategy
- Reviewing material impacts
- Consider stakeholder expectations and priorities
- Performance goals and targets

 

Figure 1: StarHub’s Sustainability Reporting Committee.

perFormanCe in sustainability

eNerGy ANd eNvirONmeNt
energy-efficient mobile network
StarHub’s mobile business is the company’s biggest 
revenue generating service, and it constantly strives to 
implement energy-efficient equipment in its network 
infrastructure. StarHub has upgraded its 4G mobile 
network with lower power consumption equipment 
which reduced overall energy usage. In the backend 
infrastructure, the company operates a data centre 
facility which is certified as a Green Mark Building in 
the Platinum category by the Building and Construction 
Authority (BCA). Through cabling management and air-
conditioning efficiency, it has achieved further savings 
in energy use. 
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using solar energy
StarHub has two solar powered mobile base trans-
receiver stations (BTS). One of the BTS  is located at the 
company’s headquarters at StarHub Green while the 
other is located at the rooftop of IKEA Alexandra. The 
two stations have an estimated savings of about 8,000 
kilowatt hour of energy, which equals to roughly abating 
3,500 kilogram of CO2 emissions per year. Additionally, 
from August 2009, the company has introduced 
Singapore’s first solar powered mobile BTS vehicle for 
boosting signal strength for mobile devices. Titled the 
‘greenergy’	vehicle,	it	is	a	transportable	cellular	BTS	that	
is used to provide temporary coverage in areas affected 
by BTS failure or in need of additional capacity.

StarHub tracks both its scope 1 and scope 2 emission 
sources with respect to its business operations. 
Through the company’s initiatives in energy efficiency, 
it has successfully reduced scope 1 emission sources 
considerably in the last 3 years, as highlighted by 
Figure 2 below. This is in line with Singapore’s target of 
reducing CO2 intensity by 36% by 2020 from business 
as usual levels. To date, StarHub has reduced its 
emissions intensity by 11% in 2016 compared to 2010 
through the adoption of green energy equipment in 
StarHub’s infrastructure, and raising awareness on 
environmental issues.
 

SAviNG PAPer reSOurCeS
introduction of e-bills
In 2012, StarHub initiated the phasing out of hardcopy 
paper bills. It proved to be a challenge as customers  
still prefer bills in hardcopy. However, the company 
persevered and gradually phased out hardcopy paper 
bills for new subscribers from 2014. A portion of 
customers still prefer a physical paper bill, but StarHub 
is encouraging its customers to use the My StarHub 
mobile application to track their billing and usage.

phasing out of business-reply envelopes
Phasing out of business-reply envelopes has helped 
the company to save a significant amount of paper, 
mailing and distribution costs. In line with Singapore’s 
Smart Nation initiative, StarHub has included various 
customer service requests through the My StarHub 
mobile application where users are easily able to log 
a request, schedule an appointment, and manage 
their account services. These have helped to digitise 
its services and reduce use of physical resources. 
In addition, the customer service call centre is also 
able to help customers with complex issues, further 
reducing the need for physical resources.

e-wAste mAnAgement
recycling the nation’s electronic Waste (reneW)
Electronic waste such as computers, home appliances 
and other equipment contains various forms of toxic 
substances. Improper disposal of these substances 
can lead to pollution and health issues. As a 
telecommunications provider, StarHub is involved in 
retailing electronic products and has identified the lack 
of improper e-waste disposal as a critical issue. Hence, 
the company partnered with TES, an e-waste recycling 
company, and launched the StarHub E-waste Recycling 
Programme in March 2012. Commemorating Earth Hour, 
the programme allocated five bins all over the city and 
collected one tonne of waste in the first five months.

By August 2014, StarHub increased the recycling 
collection to condominiums, schools, community clubs 
and the Environment Building. Subsequently, this 
project was scaled up, bringing DHL on-board and the 
programme re-launched as REcycling Nation’s Electronic 
Waste or RENEW. This became a collaborative project 
where the objective was simple but had a profound plan 
to tackle e-waste disposal in Singapore. Presently, there 
are over 400 RENEW bins located all over the city for 
members of the public to recycle their electronic items. 

Figure 2: Emissions inventory of StarHub from FY14-FY16.
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StarHub continues to encourage its users to drop their 
used electronic items in these recycling bins. DHL with 
its extensive distribution network collects the e-waste 
before handing it over to TES for any recovery and final 
disposal. The initial recycling programme was awarded 
the WWF Earth Hour award in 2012. As seen in Figure 
3, a total of 380 tonnes of electronic waste has been 
recycled through this initiative in 2016 alone. To date, 
StarHub reports that approximately 450 tonnes of 
e-waste has been recycled since the programme’s 
launch in March 2012. The RENEW programme 
continues to provide all members of the public an 
avenue to dispose of their e-waste responsibly.
 

starhub ltd

Annual SEC-StarHub School Green Awards: StarHub 
supports the Singapore Environment Council’s (SEC) 
School Green Awards. In its third year, the programme 
has reached out to more youth in local schools to 
raise awareness on environmental challenges. It is a 
programme that aims to nurture values and skills in 
our youth, empowering them to be stewards of the 
environment and to lead a sustainable lifestyle. To 
reflect current environmental challenges, an outreach 
component was introduced and over 320,000 
students, residents and the wider community have 
been involved in the programme.

Supplier Sustainability Survey: StarHub acknowledges 
that as a responsible corporate citizen, it is the 
company’s duty to support and provide guidance 
to its value chain network in adopting sustainability 
practices. A supplier sustainability survey is conducted 
annually to evaluate the key sustainability issues, 
commitment and performance across StarHub’s supplier 
network. In 2016, StarHub conducted this survey with 
73 vendors and business partners who highlighted 
important sustainability topics relevant to their business 
operations. Environmental issues such as the use of 
renewable energy, environmental policy, recycling 
programme and environmental reporting were regarded 
as key issues pertaining to business operations in 
order of importance. Social outreach activities, social 
programme and community development projects also 
featured in the social segment in order of importance. 

manaGinG Community 
enGaGement

COmmuNity iNveStmeNt
StarHub Sparks Fund is the company’s primary 
community investment vehicle. It works jointly with 
employees, customers and business partners to support 
multiple community projects and initiatives throughout 
the year. The fund was launched in July 2000 and was 
used to support learning and enrichment for the less 
privileged. Gradually the scope of the fund has been 
refined to support the employability and connectivity 
needs of underprivileged youth and families, which 
includes a wide variety of community projects in 
collaboration with different partners. In 2016, the Sparks 
Fund disbursed S$0.844 million in support of multiple 
community initiatives, benefitting over 35,500 people. 
An example is the Nurture 2.0 initiative. It is a weekly 
volunteer-driven programme to build the literacy, 
numeracy and life skills of underprivileged children aged 
7 to 12 run by Central Singapore CDC. Working closely 
with the CDC, the Sparks Fund contributes financially 
as well as develop non-academic based IT modules in 
creativity and robotics for the students. 

Figure 3: Waste recycling efforts in numbers at StarHub.

AdvOCACy ANd AwAreNeSS
environmental advocacy
Creating awareness on energy and environmental 
issues feature as a key component of StarHub’s 
advocacy programmes. The company’s approach is to 
engage all stakeholders; the employees, customers, 
business partners, students and volunteers to spread 
awareness on environmental issues. Some of StarHub’s 
key awareness campaigns are discussed below:

Green Learning Journey: StarHub encourages its 
employees to learn more about environmental issues 
pertaining to the Singapore context. For example, 
employees have visited the NEWater Plant and 
Semakau Landfill among others to better understand 
the environmental challenges facing Singapore.
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StarHub published its first Global Reporting Initiative 
(GRI) certified sustainability report in 2011 following the 
G3.1 Guidelines and the Telecommunications Sector 
Supplement. A first for the company, the sustainability 
report established the baseline of environmental 
and social indicators. Since then, StarHub has been 
publishing GRI-certified reports annually, with the latest 
one published in 2017. 

The company’s reporting focus has developed 
over the years with the inclusion of supply chain 
mapping, stakeholder engagement programme and 
materiality analysis from 2013. For its excellence in 
sustainability reporting, StarHub was awarded the 
‘Best	Sustainability	Report	within	an	Annual	Report’	
at the Asia Sustainability Reporting Awards in 2016. 
The accolade not only recognises a company’s 
sustainability efforts, but also complements its 
prudent reporting structure as the GRI framework is 
internationally accepted.  

the road ahead
In addition to maintaining sustainability as a priority, 
StarHub is equally focused on tackling the challenge 
of cyber security in today’s digital world. As a show 
of commitment, StarHub launched its Cyber Security 
Centre of Excellence in May 2016, to serve as a hub 
for Singapore’s cyber security ecosystem. The Centre 
brings together the best of brains and expertise to 
combat growing security threats which can affect 
economies globally. Besides working with top-notch 
providers in cyber security to develop innovative 
solutions for the market, StarHub has also partnered 
with Institutes of Higher Learning (IHLs) such as 
Nanyang Polytechnic and the Singapore University of 
Technology and Design to train aspiring students as 
well as conduct joint research about cyber security.

StarHub has showcased its focus on key assets such 
as its mobile network, distribution channels, supplier 
relationship, people and brand for the business 
to thrive. These have proven to be successful 
pathways through which the company creates value 
for its stakeholders. StarHub has also displayed the 
company’s commitment to sustainability through its 
efforts in having a robust financial structure, protecting 
the environment, and working with the community. 
The company’s hard work has paid dividends through 
multiple awards and recognition in the international 
sustainability landscape. As the telecommunications 
industry braces for rapid growth of digitisation, it 
presents opportunities for companies like StarHub to 
not only strengthen its business focus, but to also do it 
in a responsible manner. 

Other OutreACh ACtivitieS
People with special needs and/or disabilities are one 
of the most vulnerable groups in Singapore. In support 
of schools for special needs students, the company 
partners with Community Chest to equip students 
from Metta School, MINDS Towner Garden School and 
Lighthouse School with vocational and life skills. 
In addition, the company promotes the employment 
of people with disabilities in collaboration with SPD 
through the Infocomm Accessibility Centre Certificate 
in Office Skills (ICOS) programme since 2015. The ICOS 
is an office skills training programme to train and help 
people with disabilities find employment. The training 
scheme has been successful as 70 individuals were 
trained in 2016, with 19 people obtaining employment 
in various organisations. 

Through its customer rewards redemption programme, 
StarHub customers can redeem their rewards points 
for a donation to selected charities and causes. 
StarHub aims to raise awareness of social issues 
and engage its customers in doing their part for 
the community. The company also provides in-kind 
donations in the form of TV commercial spots for social 
and environmental campaigns. These include the 
WWF Earth Hour, Children Cancer Foundation’s Hair 
for Hope, Make a Wish Foundation and the President’s 
Challenge to a tune of S$1.44 million in 2016. 

CommuniCatinG sustainability 
eFForts

SuStAiNAbility rePOrtiNG 
StarHub’s sustainability practices span its operations, 
its supplier network, its business partners and most 
importantly its customers and the community. For 
StarHub, sustainability is integral to creating value for 
its stakeholders. As such, reporting on its initiatives 
in the ESG domains plays a key part in making the 
company a renowned sustainable organisation.
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COmPANy PrOfile
Sunseap Group is a local home-grown company 
started out by two friends, Mr Frank Phuan and Mr 
Lawrence Wu with the aim of delivering affordable and 
sustainable energy. It is one of the largest clean energy 
solution providers in Singapore, with a portfolio of 
projects that range from rooftop and ground-mounted 
installations to floating PV systems. The Group 
comprises of three business entities: Sunseap Leasing, 
Sunseap International and Sunseap Energy.

Since its founding in 2011, Sunseap Leasing has 
expanded its zero-upfront solar power purchase 
model both locally and internationally, by offering a full 
suite of solar PV-enabled solutions marketed via its 
affiliated entities. The entities are housed under one 
parent company, the Sunseap Group of Companies 
(SSG), which is a full spectrum clean energy Company 
focused on Solar PVs. 

Sunseap currently operates in countries in the South 
East Asia and Pacific regions, and has over three 
decades of experience in developing clean energy 
solutions.

A one-stop serVice for cLients
A pioneer in the movement to proliferate solar energy, 
Sunseap developed the majority of the grid-connected 
PV power plants in Singapore. Its expertise lies in 
providing a one-stop, integrated and holistic solution 
that includes project financing, design, installation and 
maintenance services. By integrating technologies, 
services and expertise across the entire solar value 
chain, Sunseap delivers bankable solar energy 
solutions that are affordable. 

evolution of Solar 
energy market in 
Singapore
in purSuit of renewable energy 
adoption in Singapore, Solar energy 
remainS the moSt promiSing SourCe of 
Clean power. 

Solar photovoltaic (PV) generation has the greatest potential for 
wide-spread deployment in Singapore, with installed capacity 
quadrupling from 33.1 mega-watts in 2014 to 130 mega-watts in 
early 2017, according to the Energy Market Authority (EMA). In 
2014, Singapore announced its commitment to raise the adoption 
of solar power to 350 mega-watt peak (MWp) by 2020. This 
is estimated to be 5% of the projected 2020 peak electricity 
demand in 2020 by the EMA. 

Also in 2014, the Economic Development Board (EDB) threw its 
support to further bolster solar energy deployment in Singapore by 
launching the SolarNova programme. The SolarNova is a landmark 
programme which supports the government’s agenda in increasing 
solar adoption in Singapore, and aims to accelerate solar deployment through promoting and aggregating solar 
demand across government agencies. The programme utilises the solar leasing business model where a private sector 
company will install, own and operate the solar systems. Thereafter, it will sell the electricity to government agencies 
through a long-term power purchase agreement. 

A Power Purchase Agreement (PPA), also known as solar leasing, provides a range of pricing structures that offers 
competitive rates helping clients to save on electricity bills. Presently, there are 27 electricity retailers operating in 
Singapore, with Sunseap being one of them.
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iNNOvAtiON AS key tO GrOwth
Sunseap’s growth is catalysed by innovation, which 
introduced an unprecedented level of simplicity and 
convenience to its customers who seek clean energy 
but not the complications surrounding it. Sunseap 
Leasing was the key driver in exponentially increasing 
the solar capacity in Singapore, and has maintained 
its position as a market leader till this day. In 2015, 
it moved into energy retailing with Sunseap Energy, 
specialising in clean energy solutions.

AN AttrACtive buSiNeSS mOdel
Sunseap Leasing employs the Build-Own-Operate 
(BOO) model for the leasing of its solar assets, i.e. they 
retain full ownership of the assets during and after the 
expiry of the long-term contracts established with its 
customers. This enables the company to expand its 
target customer base, i.e. institutional clients, which 
largely comprises of government agencies, educational 
institutions, industrial and commercial institutions and 
residential facility managers. The model has proved to 
be lucrative among clients as it reduces their energy 
costs and carbon footprints, while incurring zero 
upfront payment.

ContributinG to the 
sIngaPorE’s EnvIronmEntaL 
roadmap
At present, Sunseap has a total contracted capacity 
of over 200 MWp in Singapore. This figure is a 
significant one held by an enterprise, with a majority 
of the contracted capacity coming from Housing & 
Development Board (HDB) buildings - from government 
tenders, as well as other Commercial and Industrial 
(C&I) buildings.

unique product positioning
Sunseap markets its product solutions in a unique 
way to attract clients, i.e. by utilising a business model 
which has zero upfront costs. This way, the company 
supplies clean energy to its clients with no financial 
risks imposed upon them.

Sunseap further adds to its product positioning by 
operating both as a licensed wholesaler (through 
electricity generation) and retailer (through electricity 
sales) under the EMA’s guidelines. The company 
thus provides an integrated solution which is also 
customisable to client preferences.

a Greener tomorrow
•	 Locally	contracted	portfolio	of	over	200	MegaWatt-

peak allows its clients to offset approximately 
105,000 tonnes (equivalent to 5million cars 
emissions per day) of carbon footprint annually

•	 Clients	get	to	offset	a	significant	amount	of	CO2 
emissions

•	 Clients	who	pick	up	Sunseap’s	Solar	Power	
Purchase Agreement are able to earn the Building & 
Construction Authority’s (BCA) Greenmark Points

•	 Clients	are	able	to	report	the	utilisation	of	clean	
energy through their sustainability and/or annual 
report

advoCatinG knowledGe 
sharinG
Sunseap engineers work hand-in-hand with its clients 
and partners to ensure that areas such as compliance 
and operational requirements are duly met. The 
company trains and educates its partners and suppliers 
on how to maintain and operate a solar system for 
optimal performance.

monitorinG and maintenanCe

eNSuriNG OPtimAl OPerAtiNG SyStem 
Sunseap’s 24/7 real-time monitoring helps to ensure 
that its solar systems operate at optimal levels. The 
responsive monitoring and maintenance team help to 
minimise system downtime by resolving issues onsite 
as they happen. 

In addition, the team maintains the solar panels 
by replacing any defunct or spoilt parts during the 
agreement period at no cost to clients. Regular onsite 
inspections on systems as well as a stringent quality 
control checks on various parts of the solar system also 
help to lower the occurrence of any functional issues.

teChNOlOGiCAl PArtNerShiPS
Sunseap developed a proprietary and secure web-
based application with a subsidiary of Singapore Power 
for solar system monitoring and billing. The system 
complies with various regulatory system reporting 
requirements from Singapore Power Grid (SPG) and 
Energy Market Authority (EMA) in Singapore.

More recently, Sunseap also devised a yield comparison 
algorithm with SPRING Singapore for automated 
alerting. The comprehensive data view allows its 
engineers to receive alerts as they happen.  This allows 
the company to conduct remote monitoring processes 
and retrieve real-time data at any time of the day.
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Sunseap’s applications incorporating solar panels
•	 Solar	powered	WIFI-enabled	bus	stop	–	Green	WIFI	

(ICT platform)
•	 Solar	powered	WIFI	in	Sentosa	–	Green	WIFI	(ICT	

platform)

innovation breakthrouGh via 
ground-brEakIng ProjEct wIth 
apple
Sunseap has partnered with Apple in Singapore to be 
its clean energy provider. The clean energy is supplied 
to Apple’s corporate office, data centres and flagship 
retail store, a first of its kind in South East Asia. The 
project addresses the scarcity of land space to deploy 
renewable energy for the tech giant by creating an 
innovative solution: Onsite & Offsite Supply. This 
was made possible via an Offsite Power-Purchase 

Agreement (PPA), which allows companies to meet 
clean energy demands by indirectly consuming clean 
energy generated at other locations. 

ONSite SuPPly
Part of Apple’s energy requirements are supplied 
through the solar system installed atop of the roofs of 
its corporate office in Ang Mo Kio, with a system size 
of 1.1 MWp. This will offset a portion of the day time 
energy requirements.

OffSite SuPPly
The remainder of the energy required by Apple 
is fulfilled through an offsite clean energy supply 
facilitated by Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs). 
Apple through the offsite supply receives solar energy 
generated from Sunseap’s portfolio of rooftop solar 
assets across more than 1,000 buildings.

sustainability outreaCh
First tennis centre to be “greenified”
Sunseap collaborated with the Tanglin Academy to 
greenify its tennis courts. The solar system ensures 
Tanglin Academy to save 15-20% of their energy costs, 
while reducing their carbon footprint by an estimated 
8.3 tonnes per year. This is equivalent to daily CO2 
emissions from 500 cars or 215 trees planted. The 
unique thing about this project is that it is an offgrid 
solution that pairs Sunseap’s solar systems with a 
diesel generator.

goIng grEEn on day-to-day 
operations
Sunseap adopted paperless work processes through 
the form of e-billing. In 2016, Sunseap developed a 
revamped ERP system to further achieve this objective. 
Basic administrative functions can be performed through 
an application, which not only makes it easier to perform 
these functions but also reinforces the company’s 
objective in reducing waste of paper. Electronic functions 
include: claims, leave application, pay slips, managing 
contact lists, e-billing, and other web-based services.

How renewAbLe energy certificAtes (recs) Are certified At sunseAp
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aCComplishments and aCColades
Sunseap’s effort in deploying solar energy has won the company several awards and recognition. Cultivating a 
sustainable future for its product innovation, product design and care for environment, has helped the company to 
grow its revenue and footprint in countries where it operates.

CertifiCAtiON
In 2015, Sunseap obtained the ISO 9001 Quality Management System. This is promising to their clientele for 
upholding the highest standards in their products and services.

reSeArCh & develOPmeNt PiPeliNe

For the Future: Continuously innovatinG

ConClusion
Sunseap has aptly showcased its prowess and commitment in providing unique clean energy solutions for 
its clients. The company aims to maintain its quality and quest for innovative approaches to achieve greater 
heights in the renewable energy landscape. Its product proposition and Solar Power Purchase Agreement / 
Leasing model has allowed the company to make a significant impact to the environment and venture beyond 
the local market. In pursuit of clean and renewable energy, the company’s investment in R&D to create versatile 
solar energy solutions reflects a healthy long-term sustainability plan. As solar energy adoption rate grows in 
Singapore, Sunseap will surely play a key role in helping Singapore achieve its clean energy ambition for 2020.

flOAtiNG Pv SOlAr SyStem 
Singapore is faced with the challenge of land scarcity 
and space to deploy scalable solar systems to 
generate renewable energy. Looking beyond land 
space, floating solar systems will enable unused 
surface area of water bodies to be utilised for the 
deployment of solar systems. In addition, floating 
solar systems can also reduce water evaporation 
by providing shading over water bodies. Sunseap 
is currently working with the Solar Energy Research 
Institute of Singapore (SERIS) to explore deployment of 
PVs on water bodies.

This aligns with EDB’s and PUB’s feasibility studies 
on innovative ways to deploy solar PV systems on 
water. Currently, the government statutory boards 
are amidst conducting an S$11 million pilot project at 
Tengeh reservoir, managed by SERIS. Companies will 
be allowed to develop, test and evaluate the economic 
and technical feasibility of installing floating solar PV 
systems on water. The potential of this project works 
well for Singapore, which has 17 freshwater reservoirs 
with a possibility to deploy hundreds of floating PV 
panels. 

sunseap leasinG pte ltd
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At the same time, RE can also accelerate access to energy for the un-electrified population around the world and 
promote sustainable economic development1.  

According to a report published by the World Energy Council (WEC) in 2016, RE currently contributes about 23% in 
global electricity generation and is estimated to provide half of global electricity generation by 20252. The RE sector 
has achieved exponential growth in the last three decades, largely due to falling costs and aggressive increase in 
production capacity of solar energy3. Technological advancements in solar photo-voltaic (PV) panel manufacturing 
and distribution systems have greatly aided this tremendous growth.

In the context of electrification in the Association of Southeast Asian Nations, (ASEAN), which is made up of 10 
countries, an approximate 120 million people out of 630 million live without access to electricity. The enormity of 
this figure reflects the potential of RE opportunities for a region which is also the third largest market after India and 
China. Due to the size of the market, ASEAN can truly utilise RE to achieve multiple benefits such as mitigate climate 
change impacts, connect the rural communities with electricity and nurture sustainable development.

WEnergy Global (referred to as WEnergy), an RE solutions company, is poised to be a part of this energy landscape 
transformation by offering its expertise product solutions and investment capital. The company’s proposition is to 
tackle the issue of off-grid populations of ASEAN and work with like-minded organisations to provide energy using 
renewable sources, smart infrastructure technologies and capital in a way that it is affordable and reasonable for 
those connected. 

wenerGy Global pte ltdwenerGy Global pte ltd

COmPANy PrOfile
WEnergy Global Pte Ltd is a renewable energy 
development and asset company, with capabilities 
in planning, design, engineering, procurement, 
financing, construction and operations management. 
Headquartered in Singapore, the company specialises 
as a one-stop-shop solutions provider of hybrid 
power plants (i.e. a combination between different 
technologies to generate electricity) and distribution 
grids for off-grid areas. Its technology focus is on 
solar PV, tidal or river run-off turbines and wind-
power technologies with the use of fully integrated 
energy storage systems. The company also mobilises 

powering CommunitieS 
with Clean energy: 
wenergy global  
pte ltd
the renewable energy (re) SeCtor iS 
leading a global energy tranSition for 
many CountrieS. in the Context of Climate 
Change, the re induStry haS potential to 
play a pivotal role in helping CountrieS 
reduCe their Co2 emiSSionS. 

its capabilities for project development in complex 
regulatory environments and uses innovative financing 
solutions to make things happen and work ona 24/7 
basis for off-grid communities. 

bACkGrOuNd
Incorporated in 2012 as a design, build, own, finance 
and operator of energy infrastructure such as power 
systems, WEnergy’s goal is to deliver decentralised 
off-grid electricity to remote communities in the 
ASEAN countries. Headquartered in Singapore, 
the company takes pride in its expertise in clean 
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energy by combining a mix of renewable and diesel 
powered gen-sets to achieve best possible outcomes. 
WEnergy’s work portfolio functions in cohesion with 
a team of technical specialists based in Singapore, 
the Philippines, Indonesia, Malaysia, Germany and the 
Netherlands. The company’s largest presence is in 
the Philippines where it is part of three Joint-Ventures; 
Sabang Renewable Energy Corporation (SREC), Culna 
Renewable Energy Corporation (CREC), and WEnergy 
Power Pilipinas Inc (WPPI). 

viSiON ANd miSSiON
WEnergy’s vision is to become a quality 
solutions provider of RE energy systems 
and solutions which offers a fair and 
attractive return on investment. The 
path towards RE is inspired from the 
broader principles of sustainability, as the 
company wants to make RE investments a 
fair and meaningful investment.      

The company’s mission is to develop, 
plan, design, co-own and finance, build 
and operate RE systems for end-users 
at national, local and industrial scales, 
both off-grid and on-grid. WEnergy aims 
to deliver over 800 mega-watts of clean 
energy to emerging economies in the 
next years through PV systems, tidal 
energy and wind with the use of energy 
storage technologies backed up by 
innovative financing and business models.

The company prides in its founding principles on:
•	 Responsible	business
•	 Excellence	and	integrity
•	 Customer’s	performance	focus
•	 Smart	global	operations
•	 Collaboration	and	learning
•	 Global	citizenship

wEnErgy’s sustaInabILIty 
approaCh
The company adopts a life-cycle approach in all 
aspects of developing its hybrid power systems. 
Prompted from the principles of circular economy and 
zero waste, WEnergy takes pride in innovating clean 
energy solutions with minimum harm and maximum 
benefit. Hence, the push for sustainability flows 
through company practices where the end goal is to 
provide sustainable electrification in off-grid areas 
affordable for consumers, with an aim to enhance local 
productivity. 

WEnergy keeps itself abreast in the international clean 
technology space. The company is signatories to the 
ASEAN Sustainability Roadmap and the UNFCCC’s 
Paris Pledge for Action. It uses these principles for its 
design, cost calculations and other analysis as part of 
every power project. The company also contributes to 
policy and regulatory developments in both Singapore, 
Philippines and Lao PDR in the clean energy sector. 
With active power projects in Philippines, Thailand, Lao 
PDR, Indonesia and Singapore, WEnergy is constantly 
looking to expand and is working with partners to 
launch joint-ventures in other ASEAN nations.

Sustainability considerations are also promoted within 
company practices and procedures as well as through 
its value chain at WEnergy. The company recognises 
the effectiveness of deepening employees’ awareness 
on sustainability issues, and in turn their contribution 
to sustainability initiatives. As such, WEnergy views 
employee training as a key investment the company 
undertakes for its long-term benefit. With environment-
friendly practices that reduce cost and resources, the 
company	promotes	a	‘how-to-do-it-Green-Clean-Quick’	
method where staff input and feedback help to shape 
efficient ways of creating its products. 

cLEan tEchnoLogy ProjEcts
WEnergy’s clean technology solutions have enabled 
the company to test out their belief in sustainability. 
The objective of providing energy solutions from a 
clean energy source has been met appropriately in 
their key projects discussed below. These projects 
have made the company rise through the ranks in 
comparison with their peers. At the same time, these 
projects showcase the company’s capabilities in 
attracting potential future clients. 
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tHe sAbAng re-Hybrid power pLAnt And 
micro-grid
The 2.6 megawatt Sabang Hybrid Power Plant is 
WEnergy’s flagship project to date. Located in the 
island of Palawan in Philippines, Sabang is a village 
situated on the western coast within the city of Puerto 
Princesa. The village is right next to the Puerto Princesa 
Subterranean River National Park, which is a UNESCO-
listed national park with a 5-mile subterranean river. The 
Puerto Princesa Underground River is also the 7th World 
Wonder as one of the longest underground rivers of the 
world, and brings in over 350,000 tourists to the region 
from all parts of the world.

The power plant’s proposed location was given due 
importance in order to keep intact the picturesque 
and serene landscape. As such, a clean energy source 
was the most relevant choice to keep with the beauty 
of the national park. Expected to be commissioned in 
October 2018, the Sabang project comprises of the 
following hybrid power sources:
•	 Solar	PV	power	plant	capacity	of	1.4	megawatts
•	 Durable	battery	pack	of	2.3	MWh	
•	 Diesel	generator	capacity	of	1.2	megawatt,	and
•	 A	14	kilometer	smart-grid

These power sources work in sync to provide 
electricity to approximately 650 households and 
commercial off-takers in the region. Such a hybrid 
power system results in a multitude of savings ranging 
from almost 25,700 tons of C02 emissions in 20 
years to an equivalent of saving 9.1 million litres of 
gasoline, or 7,000 hectares of carbon sequestering 
forests. Besides environmental benefits, the project 
created various jobs which were prioritised for the 
local community, and contributed to the overall 
social development of the region in terms of better 
healthcare and communication due to the round-the-
clock availability of electricity. This hybrid power plant 

is expected to reduce government subsidies between 
USD 2 – 15 million over 20 years depending on the 
increase of diesel prices.

WEnergy, a 40% shareholder of the Sabang Renewable 
Energy Corporation (SREC), worked tirelessly with 
the Barangay Council, the City Government, the 
National Government Agencies, the Protected 
Area Management Board, the Palawan Chamber 
of Commerce & Industries and other stakeholders 
to bring this project to fruition. The hybrid power 
plant system is designed in a way to encourage 
co-existence of local architecture and renewable 
electricity generation. One of the unique aspects of the 
project is its Expo Centre, which demonstrates various 
features about the hybrid power system and the role of 
renewable energy in the region’s energy mix. SREC will 
open its doors for tourists to visit the Expo Centre in 
addition to the national park. 

renewable energy investment
The Sabang project derives on average over its 20-
year lifetime over 50% of its energy needs from the 
solar PVs, with the additional requirement alternating 
between the diesel gen-sets. The solar energy helps 
to reduce costs and deliver relatively clean energy to 
boost green growth. WEnergy worked with Singapore’s 
A*Star Energy and Power Grid Centre (EPCG) and 
developed its own algorithms for power management, 
based on which the system regulates the demand 
and utilises the mix of solar and diesel in a way to 
keep diesel costs at the bare minimum. The company 
prides in developing such an algorithm design, as the 
company’s intellectual property. Such a hybrid model 
is easily scalable to other locations of ASEAN, which is 
what WEnergy is actively trying to do.

bANGkOk iNterNAtiONAl AirPOrt biCyCle 
trAcK LigHting project
WEnergy won the bid for this project for their 
innovative design and engineering of a clean solar 
PV (300 kWp) powered lighting system. The lighting 
system is unique and a first for a 23.5 km bicycle track 
– called Sky Lane - around the Bangkok International 
Airport in Thailand. The project was launched by the 
Siam Commercial Bank of Thailand and the Airport of 
Thailand Authority as a corporate social responsibility 
initiative between the two organisations. The initiative’s 
focus is to provide locals and tourists with an alternate 
recreational and commute mode which is environment-
friendly and promotes a healthy lifestyle. 

Comprising a total of 820 lighting poles which covers 
a distance of 23.5 kilometres, the bicycle track is one 
of WEnergy’s distinctive solar-powered projects. The 
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lighting system also covers a 1.6 kilometer training track 
and an adjacent cark park area. The company proposed 
this unique solution to the building team; a sustainable 
lighting system using aqueous batteries (containing no 
lead acid or lithium-ion) and mesopic LED lights, which 
consumes less energy and is also better for the eyes. 
Along with the lighting, a special power management 
system comes equipped with the system which enables 
smooth charging and discharging of these batteries, 
with a total of 1,640 kWh.

The mesopic LED lights enabled the company to use 
150 less lighting poles, thus saving costs and resources 
for reduced energy use. The lights and batteries 
function longer than others available in the market as 
they come with an average life span of about 5-7 years 
and 10 years respectively. For the project, WEnergy 
collected data from five poles for six months to analyse 
the charging and discharging ratios, and the impact of 
temperature on the performance of batteries. 

Five poles were equipped with data-loggers which 
provided key information to monitor battery and light 
performance, as this was critical to ensure the optimum 
performance and reliability of the integrated system. 
Prior to the launch of this project, WEnergy tested a 
prototype on its office rooftop in Singapore to better 
understand the technology and its implications.

feASibility Study ON flOAtiNG SOlAr PvS
A WEnergy led consortium was successful in winning 
the tender awarded by the Singapore Public Utilities 
Board (PUB) to conduct a feasibility study to deploy 
solar PVs in its reservoirs and facilities. The study 
took more than 9 months to complete and assessed 
the extent to which solar PVs can be installed on 
floating platforms in water reservoirs and the potential 
solar yield available, before a business model and 
implementation can be proposed.

As solar energy is increasingly becoming popular in 
Singapore, it is being recognised as a key renewable 
energy source with high potential for mid to large scale 
deployment. The PUB uses various water treatment 
facilities which consume a lot of energy, so the need 
to actively seek diversified energy sources is of 
paramount importance. Singapore’s sunshine is as 
good as most temperate countries. This engineering 
feasibility study looked into the possibility of installing 
solar PVs on floating platforms in the water reservoirs, 
both from a technical and financial business model 
perspective. WEnergy crafted a 15-year roadmap for 
deployment of solar PV on land and water sites of PUB. 

The 10 identified reservoirs are: Sarimbun, Murai, Poyan, 
Tengeh, Kranji, Pandan, Upper Peirce, Lower Peirce, 
Upper Seletar and Lower Seletar. Apart from reservoirs, 
the study also investigated the potential of solar PVs on 
top of land-based facilities such as waterworks buildings 
and reclamation plants. The project was completed in 
May 2017 and a report has been provided to the PUB by 
the consortium which has not been made public, as PUB 
plans to share more information about the feasibility of 
this project in the near future.

innovation and Future plans
WEnergy believes in a process of continuous 
innovation. The design and architecture of the power 
plant system is made in such a way that it is easy 
to scale to a bigger project without much difficulty. 
From the success of the Sabang RE-hybrid project, 
the company secured another successful bid for 
the neighbouring islands of Culion and Linapacan, 
Palawan, Philippines. This project is to be scaled to 
twice the size of the Sabang project and will function 
as a feed-in island grid power plant. The company’s 
investment portfolio covers almost US$200 million in 
decentralised power plants in the Philippines.
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1Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change: Renewable Energy and Sustainable Development (2015). Retrieved from  http://www.ipcc.
ch/docs/srren/presentations/bonn/Christensen.pdf

2Renewable Energy in Global Power Generation (2016). Retrieved from https://cleantechnica.com/2016/09/20/renewable-energy-now-
accounts-30-global-power-generation-capacity/

3Declining Price of Solar (August, 2016). Retrieved from https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/plugged-in/the-price-of-solar-is-declining-to-
unprecedented-lows/

growtH of cLeAn-tecH soLutions
The International Energy Association (IEA) estimates that 
the demand for renewable energy solutions for ASEAN 
alone will result a major push towards adoption of these 
technologies. Besides solar power, there is potential in 
harnessing tidal and wave energy particularly in island 
locations in the Philippines. WEnergy is studying the 
use of turbines for the generation of energy from tidal 
(Philippines) and river flows (Lao PDR) as they believe 
that this market is worth at least $1 billion in the next 5 
to 10 years for this region. A study of WEnergy Global, 
with support of the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs, 
showed a potential for deployment of 1,000 MW of river 
flow turbines in spillway and outflow canals of existing 
and new hydropower dams in Lao PDR, worth an 
investment of over USD 1.2 billion.  For the developed 
nations in ASEAN, there is potential in energy storage 
solutions which will reduce their dependence on 
natural gas for power generation. As such, WEnergy 
is committed to differentiate itself from competitors 
and target different power needs in ASEAN as the 
company’s goal is to become an asset owner and work 
with partners in long-term arrangements. 

ConClusion
Despite advancements in modern technology, access to basic needs such as electricity is still a challenge for 
some developing ASEAN nations. With many areas and neighbourhoods being far from the national grid, off-
grid and micro-grid power systems present the most ideal and cost effective solutions of providing electricity as 
showcased by WEnergy. The benefits cannot be ignored as these power systems rely on renewable energy and 
hybrid energy mixes, further increasing their utility, value and contribution to sustainability. These technologies 
also play an important role in inspiring social development and connecting people to the larger world.

With this in mind, WEnergy is set to expand its operations and is inviting investors to invest in its projects. 
WEnergy Global collaborates with two Dutch crowd-funding companies in The Netherlands and is exploring 
fundraising through the Malaysia Sukuk system. WEnergy’s objective is to make RE technologies commercially 
viable for investors who see potential in funding clean energy and making these a preferred choice for various 
energy uses for different regions in the future. 

fOCuS ON ASeAN
The company is on track to increase its focus on 
ASEAN with deployment of more off-grid, micro-grid 
and LED lighting solutions powered from clean energy 
sources. WEnergy considers itself to be an early mover 
in the clean technology landscape and is dedicated 
to push into potential markets in Myanmar, Vietnam, 
Indonesia, Cambodia and Laos in ASEAN. As these 
nations are home to millions of people, the growing 
market for clean energy and micro-grid solutions is 
expected to reach US$30 billion a year, according 
to company estimates. As such, it presents a timely 
opportunity for WEnergy to further venture and 
connect with remote communities.
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